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Cooperators Provide Many Facilities
for Statewide Agricultural Research

Win-tt'r

Duane Acker

hold water supplies. It isn't all
crops and livestock, because people
are "researched" in some sociological and similar studies. ·
Labs Without Test Tubes

state of South Dakota
Tis an agricultural
research laboraHE ENTIRE

tory.
In any community in the state
you're not very far from some research activity conducted by the
Agricultural Experiment Station.
They are situated in all but two
South Dakota counties.
Some 250 research cooperators
provide South Dakota agricultural
research with wide-ranging, variable facilities that are essential in
scientific investigations of crops,
livestock, insects, diseases and
other subjects about which we
need more knowledge. These contributions by individuals and organizations result in dividends for
the entire state.
Some of these research cooperators provide facilities on their farms
or ranches where Station personnel are able to conduct field investigations adding valuable information necessary for a progressive agriculture. The facility may be a
small plot of ground for agronomy
research, a pond where wildlife
management personnel study bait
fish possibilities, or homemakers
may participate in textiles research
relating to laundering and fabrics,
plus mineral properties of house-

These "farm labs" seldom see
test tubes or qther scientific apparatus generally associated with research at an educational institution
or industrial plant. What is being
investigated, however, may be
· something that did originate in a
test tube in a scientist's laboratory,
or data may be provided, which,
put through a SDSU computer, will
give answers helping solve problems all the way from corn breeding to assisting teenagers select a
profession.
It would be impossible to conduct effective agricultural research
from a single, centralized laboratory, mainly because of extreme
varations in soil and climatic conditions in South Dakota. The several research sub-stations situated
in selected regions of the state contribute greatly toward obtaining
specific information for the varying
conditions. The cooperation of individuals - and in some cases various
state and federal organizations provide an even greater expansion
in the Agricultural Experiment Station effort to help determine what
farming practices will best suit
a given farmer in a given area of
the state. With pending irrigation
expansion, another tactor will be
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introduced into the complex set of
variables that constitutes South Dakota agriculture.
Specific Conditions

The next time you read about a
new crop variety, a better method
of raising livestock, a new way to
control damaging insects or diseases, or other results of agricultural research in South Dakota,
keep in mind that SDSU scientists
had to give major consideration to
conditions arising from one or more
of these extremes:
• Warm-moist in the southeast;cool-moist in the northeast;
warm-dry in the· southwest;
cool-dry . in the northwest.
• Three major soil regions which
include various subregions.
• Annual ·p recipitation ranging
from 24-25 inches in the south- •
east to about 14 inches in the
northwest.
• Annual hours of sunshine ranging from 2,700 in the northeast to about 2,850 in the
southwest.
• Frost penetration in soil from
25 inches in the southwest to
50 inches in the northeast.
• Average number of days without killing frost ranging from
130 days · along the northern
part of the state to 160 days in
the southeast.
• Differ~nces of as much as 140
degrees between maximum
summer and minimum winter
,
temperatures.O
, Published quarterly by th e Agricultural
Experimen t Stat ion, South Dakota State University, Brooki ngs, South Dakota . T h is publication will be ·sent free to any resident of
South Dakota in response to a wri tten request.
To simpl ify te rminology, t rade names of
produc ts or eq ui pm<'nt are sometimes used .
No endorsemen t of specific products or
equipme nt named is in tended, nor is cri ticism
implied of those not mentioned.
Material appearing in this publication may
be reprinted provid ed the m ea ning is not
changed and credit is gi ve n the a u thor and
the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station.
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From··Irrigation

•

·$97 Million Annual Impact
on Retail and ·Service Trade

•

This is a preliminary report
of an Agricultural Experiment
Station study supported in part
by the South Dakota Water Resources Institute. The study was
made by Thormod Christensen,
former graduate assistant in
economics currently working
on marketing problems iri Denmark, who organized the dat3: _
and estimated area impacts
from irrigation feasibility reports. Arthur J. Matson , associate professor of economics at
SDSU, was project leader.
The full report will b~ published soon as Bulletin 550, "Impact of Irrigation Development on Income and Trade,
Eastern and Central South
Dakota," Agricultural Experiment Station, South Dakota
State University, Brookings.

$97 MILLION boost in annual retail sales and service trade is
seen for South Dakota through de~
velopment of irrigation potential of
-650,660 acres from surface sources
of water, aGcording to estimates -by
South Dakota State University economists.
The estimated annual. increase of
$85.4 million is 9.8% of the 1963 retail volume. Additions of $11.7 million to the state,s service trade
would be 13.6%of the total reported
in 1963 by the Census of Business.
The retail-service trade projection
is based on assumed development
for irrigation using surface water
supplies of a 650,660-acre potential
previously investigated and reported feasible. Nineteen counties in
eastern and central South Dakota
are involved: Brookings, Brown,
Buffalo, -Campbell, Charles Mix,
Clay, Day, Hughes, Lincoln, Ly-
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man, Marshall, Minnehaha, Moody,
Potter, Spink, Stanley, Sully, Union
and Yankton. Irrigation projects included are Oahe, 495,000 acres;
South Dakota Pumping Division,
51,580; Big Sioux Basin, 59,080; and
Missouri Terrace, 45,000.
Effects

on Trade Areas Vary

However, effects over 12 major
trade areas of the state would not
be uniform. Three-fourths would accrue from the Oahe project in seven
counties described as the Aberdeen
trade area where retail sales would
rise by 58%, from $109,632,000 to
$173,753,000. Other trade areas designated to receive boosts in retail
sales were: Pierre-Ft. - Pierre, up
18.7%, froin $37,698,000 to $44,757,000; Yankton-Vermillion, up 3.8%,
from $57,932,000 to $60,109,000;
Mobridge, up 3.3%, from $33,200,000
to $34,321,000; Brookings-Madison,
up 1.6%, from $57,982,000 to $58,898,000; and Sioux Falls, up 1%, from
$173,417,000 to $175,096,000. Retail
sales in the six trade areas mainly
affected were estimated to rise by
16.4%, from $469,861,000 to $546,943,000.
In addition, the "spillover effects"
into the six other trade areas were
calculated to produce a 2.1% gain,
from $405,682,000 to $414,007,000.
The Huron trade area would realize significant economic gains because of proximity to the Oahe Unit.
Redfield, within the Aberdeen trade
area, could be expected to receive
sizeable impacts. Mitchell and
\Vatertown would feel some secondary effects.
The projected rise in personal income, most of it off-farm, totaled an
estimated $126 million for the state,
$15 million of which would go to
areas not having acreage considered

TYPES OF BUSINESSES INVOLVED
Retail and selected se rvice trade groups used ~n this study a re based on
li stings by th e U. S. Bureau of Census, Census 0£ Business. They include :
. Retail -Lumber, building m ate rial s, hardware, farm equipme nt dealers;
ge neral mechandise g roup stores; food stores; au·t omotive deal~rs; gasoline
· ser vice stations; apparel, accessory stores; furniture, home furni5hings, equipment stores; eatin g, drinking places; drug stores, proprietary stores.; and nonstore retailers.
Service-hotels, motels, touri st courts, ca mps; personal services; miscel- .
la neous business ser vice-;; ~uto repa ir, auto s_e rvices, garages; miscellaneous repair services; motion pictures; amusement, and other recreation services.

for irrigation development in the
sh.idy.
.Black Hill!i to Benefit

Service trades were estimated to
receive $11,693,000 added r~ceipts,
of which $1,203,000 would be in
trade areas not containing the irrigation potential cit~d in the study.
Because service trade includes recreational enterprises, · the Black
Hills would be expected to receive .
benefits of increased patronage .
. Although the prospects for overall
impacts from irrigation are favorable for the South Dakota economy,
the researchers caution:
• Full development of the irrigation potential is a long
time venture.
• The impacts will not come
suddenly, and,
• Realization of benefits from
irrigation depend upon the
collective decisions of individual farm ers to irrigate.
"Although estimated to be profitable, irrigation is not necessarily
consistent with the objectives of
individual farmers and does not
always fit into their planning horizons for a variety of reasons," the
project leader observes. "Requirem~nts for additional capital and
labor along with adjustments in

farm operation d eserve careful atten tion," he adds.
More Consumer Spending

Furthermore, t h e researchers
point out, many of the real advantages from irrigation would go to
suppliers and merchants. They
would collect receipts from extra
farm purchases and consumer
spending from larger area incom es.
Benefits would include lower unit
costs from larger volume of b{1siness
for established enterprises and a
greater variety of goods from which
consumers could choose. People
may b e retained in the state and, in
some instances, new business opportunities created.
The findings in the report are th~t
four -fifths of the stimulus to retail
sales would arise from the "multipli-

ed" effects of the re-spending of
personal income within the trade
areas and the state rather than from
the larger expenditures received by
establishments directly from farmers irrigating.
"The boost in demand for services
could revolutionize the comme;cial
service t1:-ades," the report states.
This is evidenced by the greater per- .
centage g_ain, 13.6%, for service
trades contrasted to a 9.8% increase
in retail sales. A conclusion of the
report emphasizes the need for
early planning of educational facilities to adequately train people employed in both retail and service
trades.
Service Trade Increases

The increase for service trades are
shown in the report as: Aberdeen,

•

•

This summary of projections in the study includes "trade areas" established on an arbitrary basis using county boundaries. Overlapping and inter-"trade area" exchange is anticipated although not measured specifically in this study.

Counties which
include irrigation areas

"Trade Area"

Irrigation
projects involved

64, 121,000

58.5

8,677,000

110.4

Big Sioux Basin (Upper, and Lower Big
Siom~)

41,370

916,000

1.6

156,000

3.3

S. D. Pumping Div.
(Northern)
O ahe (Mo. Slope)

17.,500

1,121,000

3.3

148,000

6.2

Oahe ( Mo. Slope)
S. D. Pumping Div.
( Central)

76,065

7,059,000

18.7

945,000

22 .7

Lincoln, Union,
Minnehaha

Big Siou x Basin (Lower)
Mo. T e rrace
34,210

1,679,000

1.0

267,000

1.3

C ha rl es Mi x, C lay,
Yankto n

Mo. T errace, S. D.
Pumpin g Di v. (So.)

2, 177,000

3.8

297,000

8.1

2.1

1,203,000

2.8

9:8 $11,693,000

13.6

Brown, Day, Marshall,
Spink

Oahe (Lake Plain)

Brookings-Madison

Brookings, Moody

Campbell, Potter

· Pierre-Ft. Pierre

Buffalo, Hughes, Lym a n,
Stanley, Sully

Si oux F alls
Ya nk ton-Ve- m illio n
Other trad e .m::1s

Increase
Service Trade Volume
Dollars
Percent

445,000

Aberdeen

Mobridge

Acreage potential assumed
from surface Increase Retail Sales
Dollars
Percent
sources of water

36,515

8,325,000

- - - - - - -- - - - - -

SOUTH D AKOTA

650,660 $85,398,000

4
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Sprinkler Irrigation System

1,1p 110.4%, from $7,863,000 to $16,540,000; Pierre-Ft. Pierre, up 22.7%,
from $4,168,000 to $5,113,000; Yankton-Vermillion, up 8.1%, . from $3,668,000 to $3,965,000; Mobridge, up
6.2%, from $2,396,000 to $2,544,000;
Brookings-Madison, up 3.. 3%, frorri
$4,759,000 to $4,915,000; and Sioux
Falls, up 1.3%, from $20,255,000 to
$20,522,000. The Sioux Falls increase is comparatively low because of its current large volume of
business in the service industries.
·The economists noted that firms
benefiting from the general rise in
By
area personal incomes are not necesJohn L. Wiersma
sarily the same firms as those receivDirector, Suuth Dakota Water· Resources Instiing expenditures from farmers who
tute, an<l Professor, Agricultural Engineering
Department, South Dakota State University
irrigate. This facet may determine
the nature of business opportunities
within a trade area and among trade
SE OF a sprinkler irrigation sysLow Volume Injected
areas. Some towns, for instance, may ·
tem properly engineered and
Although a number of successful
specialize in agri-supply firms and operated to apply fertilizers has offertilizer injection methods are beothers may become dominant reten been a practical, economical irriing used, Agricultural Experiment
tail shopping centers. The effects
gation management practice that
from any resource development are
has paid dividends. Frequently callStation engineers at South Dakota
expected by SDSU economists to
ed "fertigation," it has been used
State University, in cooperation
extend into many sectors of the
with varying degrees of success in
with the South Dakota Water ReSouth Dakota economy.
many areas of the United States for
sources Institute, have designed a
the past 40 years.
method by which a constant low
May Involve Area Decisions
volume of a liquid material can be
Application of nitrogen fertilizer
Participation in costs by all beneinjected into a sprinkler system.
through sprinklers is particularly
ficiaries becomes a possible instruBecause many liquid fertilizers are
popular, although other elements,
ment for promoting development for
corrosive to irrigation equipment,
including the trace elements, can be
irrigation or any other purpose for
the agricultural engineers devised
applied in this manner.
which water could be allocated, the
an injection method that prevents a
report suggests. The decision to inmechanical or moving part from
The types, methods and equipvest in water resource development
ment for fertigation are numerous
coming in direct contact with the
is likely a community or area deciand commercial equipment is availconcentrated liquid fertilizer.
sion that could involve financial
able. A person considering such a
The accompanying schematic and
participation. Investigation of altersystem should seek assistance from
photos illustrate the principle used
natives and review of comprehento successfully fertigate 140 acres of
engineers, agronomists, equipment
sive plans are also held as appropriand fertilizer distributors because
corn with an automated sprinkler
ate before people commit their reirrigation system. Basically the sysmistakes can be costly and might
sources or obligate themselves finantem operates by injecting compresscancel many of the advantages.
cially toward development for a
ed air into a pressure tank containIf fertilizer is to be applied with
particular purpose.
ing the liquid fertilizer and thus
a pressure type irrigation system,
The effects of expanded economic
forcing the fertilizer through an orithe number of methods available for
· activity on public services is another
fice into the irrigation system. The
injecting the material into the sysconc.ern of water resource planners,
fertigator contains the unique featem becomes limited. An additional
according to the economists. Higher
ture that a constant head is mainproblem arises with an automated
personal incomes bring higher astained on the material as it passes
moving sprinkler irrigation system
sessed valuations as bases for propthrough the orifice regardless of
in that the fertilizer must be injected
erty tax and result in larger sales
fluctuation of liquid level in the
at
a constant rate to get uniform apand excise tax collections at the
tank or pressure changes in the ,irplication on the field.
state level, they say. The efficient
rigation system. This feature assu(es
provision of _high quality public
the
user that a constant volume of
W a lter. D . Lembke, former associa te professervices would become a favorable
fertilizer is being injected into the
so r of ag ricu ltural eng ineeri ng at SDSU a nd
now at the University of Illinois, conducted the
attraction to further economic exwater at all times.
study reported here. The idea for a sys tem in pansion in the state and local comThe constructed fertigator used a
cluding principles used was originall y adva nced
munities. D
by John L. Wiersma.
"pivot" type irrigation system which

+

Fertilizer

FERTIGATION

U
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•
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operated at 75 pounds per square
inch ( p.s.i. ) at t~e pivot. The 500gallon anhydrous-ammonia pressure
tank ("C" in figures 1, 2 and ·5) for
the liquid fertilizer was furnished by
a local fertilizer dealer. ·

hzer in the supply tahk, the pressure
was constant and the amount of
fertilizer passing through the orifice
did not change.
The control orifice was constructed ·by drilling a 3 / 32-inch hole in a
thin piece of acrylic plastic which
wa:s inserted in a pipe union. Since
the orifice was small, a filter ( "H''
in figures 1 and 4) was needed in the
line. The control valves shown on
the schematic are "on" and "off"
valves _for shutting down the system
when the tank is being refilled. The
refill openings and observation
gauge for de_termining fertilizer
level in the tank are not shown in
the schematic. The fertilizer tank
was mounted on a conventional
rubber-tired running gear, making
the elevation of point "A" 2 feet
greater than point "B."

Use Regular Compressor

The regular shop-type air compressor ( "D" in figures 1, 2 and 5)
had the regulator set . so that the
pressure of the air supply fluctuated
between 85 and 110 p.s.i. A "tee'd".
air line ( "E" figures 1 and 3) leading from the compressor contained
a needle valve ( "F" in figures 1 and
6) which was set so that a small volume of air could go into the irrigation system at point "B'' ( figures 1
and 4) or ~o into the pressure tank
at point "A' ( figures 1 and 3). ( Two
check valves in this line are_ described below) .
Since the air was free to "bubble"
into the system at either point, the
pressure at point "A" and point "B''
would be identical regardless of the
liquid level in the tank or the water
pressure in the irrigation system.
Therefore, the head or the pressure
that forced the fertilizer into the
line through the orifice was equal
to the elevation difference between
pQint "A" and point "B'' times the
unit weight of the liquid fertilizer.
So long as point "A" was beneath
the liquid surface level of the ferti-

0

Safety Devices Included

Safety devices were installed to
control the system if either of two
events took place: ( 1) if the air
compressor failed, but the irrigation pump continued, or, ( 2) the
irrigation pump stopped.
If event ( 1 ) took place ( compressor failure ) and no provisions were
made to control the system, either
water or fertilizer could be forced
into the air compressor. It would
also be possible for water and
fertilizer to mix in the fertilizer

0

d

0

AIR

0

Figure 1-A schematic of an "air injection fertigator" as designed and sue~
cessfully tested by agricultural engineers
at South Dakota State University. Lettered designations correspond with
those mentioned in the article and some
indicated on photos. This was a cooperative research project of the Agricultural
Experiment Station and the South Dakota Water Resources Institute.
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supply tank To counteract th~s~
possibilities, two check valves were
installed: one on the "bubble tube"
leading into the supplY. tank ( "I" in
figures 1 and 3) so th~f the direction
of flow was always into the tank, and
a second check valve ( "J" in figures l
and 3) on the air line just beyon~
the "bubble tube." This valve was
installed so flow was always in the
direction of the irrigation system.
These two check valves control the
system in c:ase of compressor failure.
If event ( 2) occurred ( irrigation
pump failure) and no provisions
were made to control continued injection of fertilizer, a large amount
of fertilizer could be lost. To prevent
this condition, two additional provisions were incorporated into --the
system. One of these provides for
the fertilizer to enter the irrigation
system at a point higher ( "K" in ·
figures 1 and 2) than th~ maximum
liquid level in the supply tank
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, Figure 2 (and Cover)-An overall
view of the system showing the fertilizer
pressue tank ("C"), location of regular
shop-type air compressor ("D"), and
point of fertilizer-air injection ("K").
The tank at right is an ~xtra supply or
"nurse" tank of fertilizer.

which prevents gravity flow of the
fertilizer int.o the system. The other
provision is a check valve ( "L" in
figures 1 and 5) installed in ...a: line
leading from the fertilizer ·supply
tank to a point next to the pump.
When the pump is running, the
pressure in the irrigation line near
the pump is greater than the pressure in the tank because of friction
loss in the irrigation line between
the pump and pivot point. Therefore , when the irrigation pump is
running, the check valve ("L") will
be closed. As soon as the pump
stops , the air in the tank will be _released and the fertilizer will not go
into the system, but will seek its
level in the pipe leading up to the
pivot of the irrigation system. It is
immaterial if the air compressor
continues to operate or no't. These
safety devices could be replaced by
a single solenoid valve installed just
downstream from point "B." The
solenoid valve would need to be
constructed of a noncorrosive material such as stainless steel or plastic.

Figure 3-=---The system of controls and
connections on top of the 500-gallon anhydrous ammonia pressure tank con-

Tests on 140-Acre Field

Several tests conducted with the
installed 140-acre system revealed
that a constant quantity of fertilizer was injected and that excellent
mixing with the water was accomplished if the inject!on was just
ahead of an elbow in the irrigation
line. During the tests, 870 gallons
of fertilizer were injected while the
automated system irrigated 140
acres in 70 hours. This is equivalent
to 6.2 gallons of fertilizer an acre.
This rate could be changed by
varying the size of the orifice, speed
of rotation of the irrigation system,
or by changing the elevation of
point "A" or "B." The needle valve
controlling the air supply was adjusted so that only a small quantity
of air came out of the first nozzle
on the the sprinkler line. Only a
few cubic feet of compressed air

Figure 4-Air- and
fertilizer-connectors below the pressure tank.
The pipe leading off to
the left carries fertilizer
( and air) into the water
pipe near the pivot of
the irrigation system.

7

taining fertilizer. The hose at the upper
left is the air relief line from the pressure tank ·to check valve "L" near the
irrigation pump.

was needed, consequently, the air
compressor ran. c_mly a . few hours.
· Although it was not preplanned
to check the safety devices 'during
the tests, lightening from a localized
thunder shower caused a . temporary interruptio'n in elec;trical
power. Consequently, the irrigation
pump stopped and the safety features of the· system went into operation and proved their usefulness
and ability to perform satisfactori.
ly.
· The success of this system furnished the encouragement to use
the same principle to fertilize portion of a lawn at SDSU. Researchers in the Horticulture-Forestry
Department have successfully used
a similar system to apply pesticides,
herbicides and fertilizers to experimental plots. These systems, using
much smaller fertilizer tanks, did
not incorporate safety devices be- cause the water supply was not in
danger of being cut off.
Although this system may be lim-

•
~
j
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ited to locations where electric
power is available, if the irrigator
can spare the air compressor from
his shop for a few days and if the
fertilizer salesman will furnish an
anhydrous ammonia tank, this
method proves to be an accurate,
economical way of injecting liquid
fertilizer or some other · liquid
chemicals
into
an
irrigation
system.D

Figure 5-A check valve ("L") that
helps prevent loss of fertilizer in case of
irrigation pump failure.

PROS and CONS of Fertigating
Applying fertilizers through a sprinkler system has numerous ad van-·
tages-but there are disadvantages also. If you are thinking about such a
system here are a few items to consider ...
PROS• Labor needed for both irrigation and fertilizer applicati.on is only
slightly greater than what would be required for irrigation alone.
• In tall crops it is virtually impossible to use machinery to apply
fertilizers, herbicides and other agricultural chemicals. F ertig:;ttion offers
a method of doing this.
• Good surface distribution.
• Generally good control on depth placement of some fertilizer materials, especially nitrogen.
• Nutrients, already in solution, b ecome available to plants sooner
than when applied on the ground.
• It is much easier to control leaching of fertilizer~.
• Less fertilizer may be required throughout the growing season.
CONS• An improperly designed system will not give equal distribution.
• If rains occur in sufficient quantity for the crop at a time when
fertigation is needed, it may become necessary to over-irrigate just to
apply the fertilizer.
• Often the lower cost fertilizer materials cannot be used.
• Localized placement cannot be obtained as with conventional band
placed fertilizing.
• Materials containing phosphoric acid concentrate near the soil
surface. Anl.ydrous and free ammonia in other nitrogen solutions may be
lost into the air when applied through irrigation water.
• Improper handling of the fertilizer may be damaging to the irrigation system.

8

Figure 6-A smaller ~ersion of the
"air injection fertigator" in the basement of the SDSU Agricultural Engineering building ...
Figure 7-. . . provided fertilizer in
the water used for sprinkling the lawn
outside.
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in South .Dakota
rancher learns that
A unless he moves
his cattle withWEST RI:VER

in 3 weeks, daily gains will ~likely
drop and his range will be.g in to
show signs of serious overgrazing
damage. H e got his information
from his county agent's "condition
map," which is updated weekly
with d ata from an earth-orbiting
s~1tellite.
A Spink County farm er pays
scant attention when part of his
illuminated farm plan on the offi ce wall turns green to indicate
the start of irrigation water flow
onto one of his sorghum fields. He
keeps right on discussing next
year's computerized fertilizer program with a salesman, knowing
that in a few more passes the highflying aircraft which turned on
his automatic irrigation system
will turn it off.
A group of wheat farmers contract with an aerial spraying firm
for immediate herbicide spraying
flights over their crop although
they can't see a sign of disease in
their fields. A plant pathologist, using infrared photography, has
told them the disease is threatening-and, from experience, they
know he's right.

Fantastic?
Right n_o w, yes. In a few years,
no.

•

For in 1969 when it all began ,
the somewhat younger W est River
rancher could have saved a good
chunk of money if he'd known exactly how much longer his moisture-depleted range could b e used;
that Spink County farmer-to-be
was just starting high school; and
because very early detection wasn't
yet possible, wheat farm ers had
to watch a disease cut their yields
and they couldn't <lo much about
it.

Remote Se.nsing Begins in 1969

These are just three example s of
possibilities late in the next d ecad e
or early 1980's as South Dakota
this year launches its first organized , statewide effort to use ultramodern applications of remot e
sensing techniques. It's going to
cost, but it will return much more
in savings and added income. It is
so large in scope and possibilities
it will need federal , state and local
funding.
Now that an Institute of Remote
Sensing has been established and
headqu artered a t South Dako~a
State University, when will it start
providing data we can use in agriculture? Surprisingly soon. But
certain preliminary research must
come first.
Here's a tentative schedule of
wh at to expect in South Dakota as
early research efforts with re mote
sensing get underway:
• Dutch elm disease - this
spring and summer.
• Wheat rust and possibly
other plant or insect pests
-this spring and summer.

g

Area of disease infection
shows dark (center) in a
photo made from infrared
film.
Healthy trees show
up lighter.

• Land classification - possibly a start this year.
• Basic, key information from
specially~equipped
NASA
(National Aeronautics and
Space Administration) aircraft-this year.
• Experimental earth orbiting
satellites gathering information South Dakota can usein 2 years.
• Satellite data for operations
use-in 5 years.

Starting within a couple of years
a staggering amount of new information-some of it yet undreamed of-will start to b ecome available for application to such things
as fa nn and ranch management ,
pollution detection , crop forecasting, land classification , plant disease d e tection, building and con-

struction, irrigation management-,
drainage, water supply, . wildlife
manage~~nt, urban and rural development, marketing, ·resoUFce inventories, ·geological surveys, location of underground water, -detection of soil moisture.

ally refer to evaluation of data obtained from instruments in aircraft
or spacecraft.
.The. "overviews" or heights of
the data recording instruments
range from a few feet above the
ground surface to a satellite more
Ag Research Only a Part
than 1·0 0 miles above the earth. In
Research within the Institute's
visible and in near-infrared regions
framework will. seek more knowof the electromagnetic spectrum,
ledge towa~d solving . many types
sophisticated p~otographic sensors
of problems facing South Dakotawith film may be used, including
agricultural and otherwise, accord-·
those with special infrared film.
ing to SDSU officials. The InstiAnd non-photographic sensing in
tute is a statewide research facility
the non-visual regions of the specin which a variety of local, ·state
trum uses
scanners to
and federal groups will cooperate.
sense non-thermal reflective infra-·
Director of the Institute at
red, the thermal infrared, radar, and
SDSU is Victor I. Myers, previousmicrowaves to provide images for
ly research investigations leader
interpretation. But it is the use of
for remote sensing in the Soil and
modern computers and data proWater Division, Agricultural . Recessing systems which make possearch Service, U. S. Department
sible timely evaluation of the .vast
of Agriculture at Weslaco, Texas. _ amount of data remote sensing
He is one of the top authorities on
makes available.
use and development of remote
Although many types of remote
sensing in agriculture.
sensing are studied worldwide, one
Remote sensing, very basically,
of the most productive to be used
evaluates data from an "overview"
in South Dakota initially will inimage into useful information, acclude aerial photography with specording to Myers. Your dentist or
cial film sensitive to infrared light
physician apply remote sensing
reflected from objects on the
techniques when they evaluate Xground, says the Institute director.
rays. Your ancestors applied it afDifferences in color-"signatures"ter a fashion when they spotted
on the film are often the principal
game from a hilltop prior to the
tool used by the interpreter in his
hunt. However, today when we
evaluations. In infrared photospeak of remote sensing we genergraphs, healthy well-watered vegetation always appears. bright red
and stressed or diseased plants as
darker red or near-black-sometimes even before the disease is
apparent on the ground.
Instruments in aircraft
Several Agencies Cooperate
recording ground temper"There's a lot of research with
ature differences.
(All
remote sensing itself in addition to
photos from ARS, USDA.)
using it as a tool for other applications," Myers explains. This
doesn't exactly mean on.-the-job '
tra.i ning, but a lot is learned as
new remote sensing techniques and
equipment are developed. Locallyapplicable information specifically
for South Dakota areas must be
obtained. The Institute will do cooperative research with various
agencies, one of the main ones being the U. S. Department of Int~rior. This agency will be concerned
largely with hydrology which involves studies of water on the sur-
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face of land, in soil and underlying rocks·, and in the atmosphere.
When specific agricultural research is conducted, the U. S. Department · of Agricul~ure will be a
cooperator.
Obtaining aerial or space dat.a
is only a part of remote sensing.
Preliminary plans for start of
Dutch elm disease (DED) surveys
in South Dakota this year are used
by Myers to illustrate some less
"glamorous" aspects of remote
sensing.
First, he explains, a specific area
-even, perhaps, individual treesin which DED is present must be
pinpointed through ground surveys and laboratory identification
by plant pathologists. Then aerial
photographs taken with special infrared sensitive film are interpreted to locate the OED-infected area
-or tree. This is then further eval-.
uated to establish, usually by color,
a "signature" or "key" for use in
identifying OED as it appears on
the film. By using this, other places
of infection can be established with
close inspection by remote sensing
evalua_tors, and later will be done
automatically by a piece of equipment called a "flying spot scanner"
and computer.
Much the same procedure of
combining "ground truth" and
aerial photography interpretation
would be used to provide a library
of "signatures" for other known
conditions such as crop diseases,
insect infestations, crop varieties
or salinity problems. With the signatures of specific conditions identified, timely flights make it possible to spot otht r places where
these spe.c ific conditions also occur.

•

•

Remote Sensing Not Cure-all

"This isn't as easy as it might
sound," Myers cautions as he strives to prevent remote s_e nsing from
being thought of as a panacea to
easily solve . all problems. "For instance, the infrared film used to
take the Dutch elm disease images
will record around 200,000 colors
-and a narrow band of colors is
specific for DED, another band
not quite the same may represent
some other disease, and so on."
A govern~e·n t-surplus, specially-

•

instrumented, twin-engine airplane
will take aerial photographs for
the Institute. Personnel within the
Institute will include a data handling specialist. Myers says handling
and keeping track ,of the vast
amount of data is one of .the most
critical phases of the work. Where
possible this will be done automatically. One such procedure
will be magnetic tape-recording of
aerial images for storage or ;~se in
computers on the SDSU campus.
Other personnel needed specifically within the Institute include a
color photography specialist and
an electronics expert for the complex instrumentation.
Most aerial photography by the
Institute airplane will be from
heights of 3,000-10,000 feet which
on a regular flight would cover
thousands of acres, according to
Myers. Images for some uses must
be obtained by more sophisticated
equipment available from NASA
aircraft flying at elevations up to
50,000 feet and higher. Use of
NASA aircraft will be limited because of availability.
Flights Probe Soil Moisture

Some NASA aircraft equipment
senses microwaves (which are in
the radar region) to make images.
Research will be done to determine the application of microwaves
to detect depth and amount of soil
moisture, as one example. By using four different frequencies of
microwaves, moisture conditions
might be measured at four critical
depths in the soil. Such information could be worth millions of
dollars in South Dakota. In range
country, for instance, it would
take much of the guesswork out
of when ~attle should be removed
from certain grazing areas because
of worsening moisture or end-ofseason conditions.
Tentative priorities for agricultural remote sensing in South Dakota are: land classification, irrigation and salinity, plant stresses
including disease and moisture
stress, soil moisture conditions,
and pollution detection. Myers
points out some of these may overlap and on any given Bight data
for more than one project or priority may be obtained. Soil studies

involve the association of mariy
· things to obtain · the synoptic or
general view needed.
The Oahe irrigation project will
be a "natural'-' for cooperative work
with remote sensing · and offers
many interesting aspects as to what
can be done, Myers declares. Land
classification-to determine capabilities of land- will be useful in
relation to ·Oahe as well as other
regions. To assist in land classification, remote sensing can be used
as a tool for determining extent of
certain soil limitations, for example, which will save time and effort during the more detailed
ground surveys.
Drainage is critical for successful irrigation. If it is not adequate,
salts carried by irrigation water
are continually deposited until
the soil is unfit for growing crops.
If soils with potential drainage
problems can be spotted or if salinity problems can be detected early,
the farmer may be able to take
remedial action to prevent serious
losses.
Important for Irrigation

As more irrigation gets underway, remote sensing will be used
for other applications, including
such management aids as when to
irigate and when it is necessary to
apply fertilizers. Photo evaluations
can indicate where and when applications of fungicides or insectisides are needed.
How about that Spink County
farm er having his irrigation system turned on and off b y a highflying airplane? Myers is optimistic about the future of remote
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Photo from infrared fiim
includes differences in
crops, maturity, and type
of soil.
sensing. He feels that seemingly
"far-out" ideas right now may become practical and put into use
in some cases rather soon as continued research and development
increase our knowledge. High-flying aircraft signaling irrigation
water movement for farmers over
a large area may be just one of the
features of future Oahe irrigation
resulting from remove sensing.
Current Agricultural Experiment
Station research near Redfield and
elsewhere provides considerable
information applicable to such automatic systems as well as to drainage problems, fertilizer use, and
improved varieties. Much of this research information will fit right into
the "ground truth" needs for remote
sensing, according to Myers.
The agricultural "condition map"
based on satellite data in the West
River county agent's office by the
1980's even might be somewhat
old fashioned. The rancher or
farmer by that time might b e able
to plug his own farm plan into
a statewide circuit and get his information without even going to
town.
And for those who once had to
stand by virtually helpless while
their crops were destroyed , much
earlier detection of damaging plan!'.
diseases or insects may b e just
around the corner, thereby p ermitting more effective control
measures .O

Return$ from Beef on Irrigated Pastures
vs.
•'

Returns · with Other Crops :

N MANY

irrigation projects, es-

On an enterprise basis, · how
much would these irrigated pastures return to a farm operator if
they were used to produce beef?
One answer to this question is summarized in table 1. During the 3year study, an acre of irrigated pasture furnished an average of 107
days of grazing for 2.26 steers and ·
produced 334 pounds of be~f.
Based on steer prices representative
of the Belle Fourche area, carrying
capacity and steer weights at the
end of the grazing period, gross return p er acre was $365.36 per year.
This value assumes 0.5% death loss
during the pasture period and accounts for about 0.2 of a ton of forage p er acre harvested as hay rather
than pasture. After deducting expenses, a return of $28.87 per acre is
left to the land and management factor. This amount represents the gain
or return per acre whether the steers
were sold at the end of the grazing
period or held for additional feeding
on the same farm.

O pecially where specialty crops are not important, irrigated pastures
are a recommended land use that
is becoming a more widely accepted
practice.
This report compares the expected returns from summer grazing of
beef steers on irrigated pastures
with returns from other irrigated
crops commonly grown in the same
area. Pasture data for this report
are from a 3-year study on irrigated
pastures at the U. S. Irrigation and
Dry land Field Station, Newell
S. D. (Part of project SWC W21dNL-6, Agricultural Research Service and South Dakota State University cooperating.)
In this study, the irrigated pastures consisted of a mixture of alfalfa, brome and orchard grass.
Steers averaging slightly over 500
pounds were placed on pasture in
late May or early June. Average
annual grazing season for the 3year period was 107 days. (For additional details see "Beef Production from Irrigated Pastures," pp.
4-7, South D akota Farm & Home
Research, Vol. XIX, No. 3, Summer
1968).

Authors:
C. C. Micheel, agricultural economist, Farm
Productio n Economics Division, Economic
Resea rch Service , U. S. D epa rtment of Agri culture, statione<l at So uth D akota State
University.
James T . Nichols, assistant professor of range
management, SDSU.
James R. Johnson, resea rch ass istant, SDSU.
Frank W. Whetzal, assistant professor of ani mal science, SDSU.
Carl J. Erickson, research so il scientist, ARS
USDA.

crops? Two of the most widely produced crops on the Belle Fourche
Irrigation ·Project are ~om and alfalfa-brome hay. Table 2 shows
costs and returns from corn sold as
feed grain, calculated on the same

Table 2. Per acre costs and returns in
dollars for irrigated corn.
Expenses
OperGross
Yield* returns ating

64
55

70.40
60.50

Labor Other

30.27 8.23
30.00 8.05

Total
gain
/ acre

Gross.
returns

2.26

107

334

$365.36

0.70 31.20
0.70 21.75

'*B utte Co unty Agr iculture, South Dakota
Crop a nd L ivestock" Reportin g Service.

Table 3. Per acre costs and returns in
dollars for irrigated alfalfa-brome
Expenses
Gross
Yield returns

Operating

Net
Labor Other returns

2.3 41.40
3.7 66 .60

22.55
25.29

11.31
14.46

How does this return from beef
on pasture compare with other

0.85 6.69
0.94 25.91

Table 4. Yields needed to break-even
with returns from beef on irrigated
pastures

1965-67
Days
grazed

Net
returns

Compared with Corn

Table 1. Average beef production, costs and returns per acre on irrigated pasture,
Steers
per
acre

·I )

Operating

Expenses
Depreciation
and interest

Labor

Net
returns

$322 .92

$6.21

$7.36

$28 .87
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Crop

Unit

Corn, g rai n
Co rn, silage
Alfalfa-brome

Ton
Ton

Bu.

Break-even
yield
required

62.0
12.0
3.9

•

•

•

•

qasis as those for beef production
on pasture. The yield of 64 bushels
is the 1966 average for the project.
The 55-bushel yield is the projectwide average for a 10-year period,
1957-66. Corn yields o_n the project
ranged from 43 to 69 bu~hels per
acre during this . 10-year period.
These are average yields for all
soils on the project. Some of the
loam and sandy loam soils on the
project may produce higher yields.
With the 64-bushel yield of'..,corn,
return to land and management
favors corn production over beef
production by $2.33 per acre at
the prices used. 1 The 10-year average yield of 55 bushels of corn on
the project would return about
$17.35. This is $11.32 less than the
value of the beef produced.

If corn is assumed to be harvested as silage instead of as feed
grain, the net returns per qCre
should slightly exceed that of corn
for grain. This is based on the
assumption that the silage has a
value of $6.50 per ton either as
feed on the farm or as a cash crop .
Compared with Hay

Another comparison assumes that
forage from the pastures is harvested for hay and sold at $18 per
ton. Using the same type of costs as
for corn and beef, costs and returns
for alfalfa hay are shown in table
3. Assuming a yield of 3. 7 tons of
hay, which is the estimated yield
of the irrigated pastures, return
to land and management would be
slightly less than $26.00 p er acre
and $2.90 p er acre less than from
beef production. If a· yield of 2.3
tons p er a~re is used (1957-66 project average), return to land and
management is only $6.69 p er acre.
This is considerably less than the
return obtained from beef in the
irrigated pastures study. However,
beef production on pastures yielding 2.3 tons of hay would also be
less than those actually obtained
in the pasture study.
tPrices pa iJ: Nitrogen- 12c lb.; P20s-9c lb.;
steer calves-$25.50 cwt.; alfalfa see<l-60c
lb., brome grass seeJ-30c lb., corn seeJ$13.00 bu. ; Received: Hay, ba led, $ 18.00 ton ;
corn-$1.10 bushel; steers-$24.50 cwt.; corn
sil age-$6 .50 ton .

On the basis of information in
tables 1, 2, and 3, what yields of
corn or alfalfa sold for cash would
be necessary to break-even with
beef production f r o m irrigated
pastures? Using the prices of $1.10
p er bushel for corn, $18.00 per ton
for hay, $6.50 for corn silage, and
$25.50 and $24.50 per cwt. as · the
buying and selling prices of beef,
the break-even yields for corn and ·
alfalfa compared to beef are shown
in table 4.
The break-even yield for corn
of about 62 bushe ls per acre compares quite favorably with the project average yield of 64 bushels · for
1966 but is considerably above the
· project 1957-1966 average yield of
55 bushels. The average yields for
the Belle Fourche Irrigation Project include production from the
better soils. The yields. of corn on
soils similar to that used for the
irrigated pastures, a sloping clay
soil, would be less.

If the corn were harvested as
silage and sold or used for feed on
the farm, about 12 tons of silage
valued at $6.50 per ton would be
needed to .break-even with beef on
pasture. Corn silage yields on the
project area varied from 8 to 15
tons per acre in a recent year.
If the grass-legume forage were
harvested as hay, approximately 3.9
tons of hay would be required to
break-even with the net return
from beef on pasture. This is slightly higher than, the estimated forage
production per acre in the pasture
study. Forage utilization in the pasture study was maintained at an
estimated 75% so the actual forage
use by steers was about 2.8 tons.
Average project yield for alfalfa
was 2.3 tons for 1957-66 but recently yields from less than 2 tons to
5.5 tons p er acre w er e reported.
SUMMARY

This analysis indicates that use of
irrigated cropland as grass-legume
pasture to produce beef competes
with other crops on the Be lle
Fourche Irrigation Project a nd
other areas with similar conditions.
H owever , it does not show that
beef production on irrigated pastures is superior to other crops. 0
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·· Range Site
Sources .for
Livestock

Water
By Armine R. Kuhlman
Botani st, USD A, U.S. Irriga tio n and Dry L ane.I
F ield Station, N ewell , S. D.
Contri b ution from th e N o rthern Pl ains
Branch , So il and Water Con se rva tion Research
Division , A g ricultural Resea rch Service, USD A ,
in coopera tion with th e South D akota Ag ricul tu ra l Expe·r im ent Station.

knows that he must
E haverancher
strategically located water
VERY

supplies for the best use of his
range. When wells are not feasible,
surface runoff water stored in ponds
is often an economical source.
Ranchers for many years have recognized substantial differences in
both surface runoff a~d production
of forage from different types of
rangeland.
In 1962 research started in western South Dakota on surface runoff
from different types of rangeland or
5 years of runoff measurements
from 2 contrasting range sites
within a larger watershed. Some
implications of the data in relation
to management of livestock water
are also considered.
Range Sites

Range sites have been defined as
"the various areas of rangeland
with different capabilities of production of climax, or original vegetation due to a combination of
edaphic (soils) climatic, topographic and n a tural biotic factors."
"Panspots" and "Sandy" Sites

Two contrasting range sites are
a part of the broader classification
of sandy or "loam" areas in western
South Dakota. The South Dakota
SCS T e chnical Guide states that
such site s may join and are commonly found on the same range.
Panspots range sites are on solonetz soils-often considered a s

"liardlands ," "scahlancls" or "windcnidcd pa11s." . Livestock . frcd on
scant ar ·as of- grass hctwccn tlic
"pans .. or "small ckpn.'S!·,ions': \vlwre
watcr accu111ll latcs readily after
rains or snows. Also itccorcling· to
the SCS guide and the Gloss~1.ry of
Terms for the American Society of
H.angc i\[anagcmci'lt, "Sanely range
sites an' on soils which . arc normal
coarse to fin e sandy loams or near- ·
lv kvel fine sands which arc cal;ahlc of good forage productiori
under good manage ment."
Experimental Area

·seasonal Variation

Mcas11rahlc precipitation occurs
as snow on 30 to 50 days each snow
season. Because grazing starts
shortl y after the snow season , the
pokntial snow water suppl y is important. During this 5-ycar study ,
the ~1veragc annual amount of
water equivalent in snow was 2.2
inches , which was somewhat less
than the 58-ycar annual average
of approximately 3 inches at the
N cwe1l Field Station.
Frozen soils, aspect (easterly) ,
and
hiller vegetation residu e
i"esu lted in higher yields of snow-

melt wa tGr, in most years, from· the
sandy site than from the panspots
site (figures 3 and 4). Much of the
snow h] ew out of the panspots site
(westerly aspect), ·a s compared
with an accumulating snow pack .
at the sandy watershed. Ranchei:s
shou]d b e able to increase the potential snowme]t yield from either

Two range si te watersh eds were
d elineated in 1962 from one of the
mi xed range site watersheds (43
Figure 1. Runoff water from the
acres) in northeastern Butte County
range
site is measured at this 3-foot, Hwhere ARS research had been
type flume. Data are collected on the
underway from th e Newell Field
water stage recorder housed in box (upStation since 1957. The p ercentages
per right). The stilling well is heated.
of various range site areas for this _
larger watershed were: panspots,
Figure 2. Potential water supply from two contrasting range sites
19; sandy, 67; shallow, 11; and
800 feet apart, Newell.
· silty, 3. Confining dikes directed
the runoff water from each site to
3-foot H-type flumes for measure20
Precipitation as Rain
ment ( figure 1 ) . Another flume
measures all water just before it enIll
=
.c:
ters a pond for storage. All volumes
0
=
a
H
of water are expressed in acre-inch10
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es., gallons, or animal-unit months of
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supply from a 10-acre watershed.
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Potential Water Supply

The annual rainfall and runoff
are shown in figure 2. Water supply
( b efore storage losses ) varied from
4.5 AUM's or "cow months" to
as high as 1,450 cow months per
rain season , with the panspots
range sites producing the higher
potential water supply each year.
In fact , over 16 times as much livestock water came from the panspots site (westerly aspect) as from
the sandy site (easterly aspect)
800 feet away. Land that contained 10 acres of the panspots range
site would have an average · potential water yield sufficient for
100 to 140 cows when grazed on
a 6 months b asis.
Runoff occurs more frequently
from the panspots site than from
the sandy site. From 1963 through
1967, 53 out of 155 rain events of
more than C.10 of an inch produced
runoff at th e panspots site as compared to onl y 9 of these events at
the sandy range site.
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~ite by strategic installations of
snow fe nces in October.
The Storage Problem

During the grazing . season, a
cow consumes approximately 6
AUM's or 240 to 288 cubic feet
of water, depending tipon a rate of
10 to 12 gallons per day. 'F rom the
data presented it is clear that there
is ample runoff water for livestock
use if it can b e made available at
the proper · time by w ell-planned
storage . However, there are- substantial losses of stored water.
Four years' data for two fe nced
storage ponds connected with the
range site study, revealed storage
losses of 53% to 99% annually by
seepage and evaporation. However, a third fenced pond lined
with butyl rubber lost only onethird of the stored water (by
evaporation) in approximately 10
months time during 1966 and 1967.

Not only are there substantial
· runoff differences between sandy
and panspots sites, but storage
losses are greater when the pond
is on a sandy site . Pond losses on
sandy soils ranged from 2.4 feet to

Figure 3. Potential water yield from snowmelt, Newell.
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Figure 4. Downward view of snow
accumulation in sandy site watershed
with an easterly aspect. Note top of a
buried 3-foot, H-flume (center left). No
soil frost.was present prior to this May 1
accumulation.

13.1 feet over a 3-year period, as
compared with from 1.1 fe et to 5.5
feet for ponds on clay soils (see
"Stockpond Water Losses in W estern South Dakota," South Dakota
Farm & Home Research, Vol. XVIII ,
No. 1, Winter 1967, pp. 2,3-24 ) .
Figure 5 shows the potential annual runoff from the 43.3 acres of
mixed range site (expanded to 100
acres) where 67% of the watershed
is sandy range site and 19% panspots range site. Most of this stored
runoff water was lost by seepage
and evaporation. Water for live stock was often not available b e fore the grazing season started and
usually was gone by August 1.
Livestock consumed only a small
portion of the total accumulated
runoff while seepage losses may
have taken two-thirds of the stored
water. Seventy-six p ercent of the
water recorded at the pond water
stage recorder cam e from 37% of
the area of this big watershed.
Watershed Configuration

The importance of watershed
configuration and aspect is illustrated by another 11.3-acre sandy
site watershed within the 43-acre
watersh ed and adjacent to the 10acre watershed . The yield of this
11.3-acre watershed was onl y 7.3%
of th at measured at the 10-acre
sand v watershed .
F l{1me fl ow records at the three
range sites, covering 66% of the
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Figure 5. Potential annual water supply from either rain or snow on a 100-acre
watershed of mixed range sites, Newell.
Figure 6. Variation of monthly runoff available for storage each year.
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mixed range site watershed, indicate a possible transmission loss of
20% of measured flow absorbed in
the three channels before the runoff
reaches the pond for storage. Most
of this loss occurs when there is no
soil frost on the sap.dy and silty
portion of the watershed.
This indicates that the runoff
storage compaitment should be
situated near the area from which
water is harvested, especially on
sandy range sites. Observations also
indicate channel loss due to soil
cracks between the panspots site
and the pond. In some cases this
runoff did not reach the storage
area less than 100 feet away. Since
1963, the snowdrifts within the
pond area and the rain falling on
the steep disturbed cu~ area of the
pond would be enough to water 100
cows for 50 months.
From 1963 through 1967, enough
runoff water was measured annually from two · 10-acre watersheds
to water 100 cows for 22.06 cow
months or 3.68 grazing years.
Allowing 40 acres of grass per
cow, over six sections of western
South Dakota · grazing land could
be provided · with water. Figure 6

C0St of Marketing
t
Livestock
Through Auctions

•

By Robert L. Beck, associate professor, an<l
Donald K. Bendt, formef graduate research
assistant, Economics Department

producer faces a
Tnumber of decisions
in determinHE LIVESTOCK

ing where, when and how to market
his product. These are important decisions which ultimately affect profit
and income.
In answering the question of
"where" to market livestock, a number of alternatives are available. The
major outlets, _h owever, are: Cl)
public stockyards, ( 2) livestock auctions and ( 3) direct to packers.
These three outlets alone account
for more than three-fourths of the
livestock marketed in South Dakota.
Th~ remainder is sold to other farmers or moved through other outlets.
In deciding where to market, the
producer needs information about
the relative cost of marketing livestock through the various outlets. A
recent study, "An Economic Analysis of Livestock Auctions in South
Dakota," ( M.S. Thesis, June 1967,
by Donald K. Bendt) attempts to
provide some of this information.
The study, however, deals only
shows the monthly distribution of
runoff water from the ·10-acre sites.
For the s~p.dy site, most of the runoff came from snowmelt with a
small portion from rainfall during
the heavy grazing months. However, water yield on the panspots
coincided more nearly with the use
pattern. Because of this variability,
a livestock man must be prepared
to store large volumes in conservation containers located where the
most grass is available. Such containers would provide adequate
stored livestock water when rainfall is erratic or limited for long
periods.

· with auction markets and thus provides only part of the information
needed.
The study . provides answers to
questions such as : What are the
costs to the producer for marketing livestock through an auction
market? What services are normally
provided by the auction? What are
the costs of these services? Is there
any relationship between the quoted charges and: ( 1) the size of the
auction fir!TI and ( 2) the degree of
species specialization?
Marketing Charges 1

· The principal source of income
for most livestock auctions consists
of charges assessed against consignors. The charges most commonly
assessed are commission, yardage,
feed and veterinary inspection.
Some auctions also assess fees for
livestock insurance and brand inspection. When listed, livestock inSUMMARY

This research shows that the panspots range site contributed 16
times as much runoff water as did
the sandy site watershed from 1963
through 1967. Runoff from rainfall
was erratic as to time, space and
volume. Ample water for the needs
of livestock can be harvested from
relatively small areas of certain
range sites having heavy clay soil.
The water must be stored in closed _
containers or otherwise partially
sealed off to reduce evaporation
and seepage.D
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surance is usually a flat fee of 10
cents per head for cattle and 2 to 3
cents per head for hogs and sheep.
While most auctions list a separate
charge for each service, some do
combine charges for one or more
services under commission or yardage. Some auctions quote discounts
for consignments of a specified number of head or value. For such consignments, the rates would be lower
than those computed in this study.
The total charge assessed by auctions varies widely. Rates for cattle
were higher and varied more than
rates for hogs and sheep. The average charge for cattle was $2.50
per head with a range from $1.90
to $3.73. Rates for hogs and sheep
averaged 77 cents and 60 cents per
head, respedively ( table 1).
The average rates charged were
not significantly different for the
various size categories. Charges for
cattle and hogs averaged 3 cents per
head less at large auctions . The average rates for sheep were the same
for large and small auctions while
charges averaged 4 cents per head
less at medium auctions. The average marketing charge for cattle and
1

Beca usc o f th e different m eth o d s used by au c tion s to a ssess marketing- charges, it was necessary to base th ese ch arges on sp ec ific classes of
livestock . Whil e most auction s assess cha rg es
on a pe r -head basis, a substanti a l number as ~ess ch a rges, es peciall y for ca ttle , on th e va lu e
of th e li vestock. Thu s, m a rk e tin g charges are
based upon th e foll owing cl asses of li vestoc k.
Ca ttl e : 5 00 lb. feeder at $ 2 4 cwt.
H ogs : 20 0 lb. slaughter a t $ 2 0 cwt.
Sh ee p: 100 lb. slaughter a t $ 20 cwt.
It is ass um e d th at marketing ch a rges for oth e r
classes o f Ii ves tock would be co m p a rabl e.

Table I. Total per-head. marketing charges assessed by South
- Dakota auc_tions for cat!le, hogs and sheep, 1964.
Species of
Livestock

Large

(Auction size)*
Medium
Small

· Table 3. Per-head marketing charges assessed for hogs 6y
South Dakota auctions, hy specific charge, 1964.

All
Auctions

Charge

Large

(Auction Size)
Small
Medium
(dollars)

(dollars)

Cattle
Average ________ _
· 2.47
2.50
Range -------· ---- 2.10-2.95 2.06-3.40
Hogs
.75
.75
Average . .
Range - - -- -- ----- .58- .93 . .40- .97
Sheep
.61
.57
Average -------. Range ___
.20-1.00
.47- .79

..

Commission
Average ______________
.53
Range ________________ .40-.80
: Yardage
Average ---------~---.11
Range ________________ .09-.15
Feed
Average ______________
.08
Range ---------------· .00-.20
Inspection
Average ______ ________
.03
Range . __________ ______ .02-.03

~.so

2.50
1.90-3.73

1.90-3.73

.78
..56-1.18

.40-1.18

.61
.43- .75

.60
.20-1.00

.77

• Auctions were grouped into the following size categories on 'the ba~i~
of th e number of li ve~tock ma rk eting units ha ndl ed . La_rge: 50,000 or
more: marketing unih: m edium: 30,000-49,999 m a rketing units a nd .
small: le~s than 30,000 m a rketing units . (One marke ting unit consi~b
of o ne h ead of cattl e; three head of h og~, or fi ve head of sh eep.)
·

Table 2. Per-head marketing charges assessed for cattle by
South Dakota auctions, by specific charge, 1964.
Charge

Large

(Auction Size)
Medium

Small

.48
.15- .60

.40
.00- .76

.30
.00- .60

.26
.00- .50

.06
.05- .10

.07
.05- .10
--

Specialization Effect on Charges .

Some auctions specialize by selling primarily one or two species of

.02
.02-.20

.03
.00- .25

.03
.02-.05

.04
.02- .06

(dollars)

1.77
1.15-2 .88

The average and range of individual charges for cattle, hogs and
sheep are listed in tables 2 through
4 for the three size categories of
auctions. Caution should be used in
comparing rates of individual charges between size categories b ecause
of the practice b y some auctions of
combining two or more services
under one charge. This may partially accoun t for the higher commission charges assessed by small auctions for cattle and hogs. ( Six small
auctions did not assess a feed charge
for cattle. Twenty-one did not assess
this charge for hogs. )

.12
.00- .25

. (Auction Size)
Large Medium Small

Charge

1.66
1.25-2.30

hogs tended to increase with the d ecreasing auction size.

.15
.00-.2 0

Table 4. Per-head marketing charges assessed for she~p by
South Dakota auctions, by specific charge, 1964.

(dollars)

Commission
Average --------· --------------1.64
Range -- ------------------------ 1.25-2.30
Yardage
Average ------------ -----------.41
Range ------------------ -------- .15- .60
Feed
Average ------------------- ---.37
Range ------------ -------------- .20- .so
Inspection
.05
Average ------ ------------- ----.05- .10
Range ------ ---- -- ---------

.55 ·
.59
.40-.80 .40-1.00

---

Commission
Average ______________ ..
.40
.42
.40
Range ______ ____________ .25-.50 J0-.75 .25-.50
Yardage
Average ______ __________
.13
.12
.11
Range ____________ ______ .09-.25 .00-.20 .00-.25
Feed
·
.03
.04
Average ------~--------.05
Range __________________ .00-.10 .00-.10 .00-.10
Inspection
Average ____ ____________
.03
.03
.04
Range ____ ___ ____ ______ .02-.04 .02-.05 .02-.06

· --

livestock. To determine if the level
of marketing charges assessed is affected by the volume of a species
sold, average charges . were weighted on the basis of the proportion of
each species sold. The average
charges on this basis are shown in
table 5. ·
To a limited -extent, specialization
by sp ecies of livestock does affect , ,
the marketing charges. Data in
tables 1 and 5 show a lower average
marketing charge for all species of
livestock ( all auctions) when based
upon the proportion of each species
handled. However, the most noticeable difference was found for the
large auctions. For all species of
livestock, the spread between the
charges of large auctions and other
size categories was greater when
based upon the proportion of each
handled.
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Thus, among medium and small
auctions there was very little relationship found between the volume
of a species handled and,the marketing charges assessed. Large auctions
handling a. large volume of one species of livestock had lower rates for
that species than other large auctions which handled a smaller
volume.O
Table 5. Weighted average marketing
charges per head for cattle, hogs and
sheep by South Dakota auctions, 1964*
Species of
Livestock

(Auction Size)
All
Large Medium Small Auctions
(dollars)

Cattle ____ 2.43
Hogs ______ .66
Sheep ____ .49

2.54
.75
.60

2.54
.78
.59

2.49

.72
.56

• w eig hted on the bas is of th e propo rtion of
each species ha ndl ed by each a uction.

•
Sheep kidney ~pened bilaterally exposing phosphatic calculi.

Phosphatic
Urinary Calculi

•

Hy Royce J. Emerick, professor of station biochemistry, · and Lawrence B. Embry, professor
of anima l science.

is a term used to
U refer tocalculi
mineral deposits occurRINARY

•

ring within the urinary tract. Other
terms, urolithiasis and "water
belly," are also used to describe
this disease or the conditions that
develop as a consequence of it.
Often specific names designating
the location of the stones are assigned - kidney stones, bladder
stones and urethral stones.
The economic impact of this
nutritional disease is great and
many livestock feeders have experienced it first hand. Its occurrence is generally sporadic. Single
animals may be lost at irregular
intervals throughout . a feeding
period. In more extreme instances,
large numbers of animals may

succumb in a period of a few days.
In some feedlots losses of 5% to 10%
are not uncommon and may go
higher in other cases. Losses generally involve male or castrated
male sheep and cattle. While mineral deposits may be found in the
urinary tracts of females, the deposits seldom result in blockage of
the urinary tract, a condition to
which the loss of male animals
afflicted with urinary calculi is
attributed.
With few exceptions, urinary
calculi formed under feedlot
conditions are composed of various
phosphates
including
calcium,
magnesium and ammonium phosphates. In contrast, those occurring
in range animals usually have silica
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as the main constituent. Both
types occur in a variety of sizes
and shapes with the phosphate
deposits often occurring in very
large quantities .
Many questions ~s to the cause,
prevention and treatment of urinary calculi remain yet unanswered.
However, many experiments the
past several years provide a basis
for a greater understanding of this
problem and its control.
Symptoms

At first, animals afflicted with
urinary calculi may appear restless
with frequent straining in an unsuccessful attempt to urinate.
They may repeatedly stamp their

feet and kick at the abdomen. In
some cases when urinary. blockage
. is .not c<;>mplete-; urine may dribble
slowly from the sheath. · Upon
failure to pass the stone and after
complete blockage of urine flow ,
the bladder or urethra finallx ruptures releasing urine into the body
cavity or · surrounding tissues resulting in the condition .often called
"water bellly." At this stage the ·
animal may show a complete loss of
appetite and stand quietly or lie
down, being very reluctant to rise.
Death due to uremic poisoning ensues. Postmortem examination generally reveals blood-tinged fluid
in the body cavity, inflammation of
the urinary tract and a hemorrhagic
condition at the point of rupture.
Treatments

Attempts to treat recognized
cases of urinary calculi usually _
meet with limited success. A stone
passed by an animal often represents only a portion of the calculi
present in the bladder; thus, the
chance of a reoccurrence is great. If
recognized in the early stages, an
animal afflicted with urinary calculi
may be sold for slaughter.
Treatments designed to facilitate
pc.1ssing or dissolving the deposit
have generally been unsuccessful.
Surgery represents the most effective treatment. In rams or wethers ,
close examination will ·sometimes
show the point of blockage to be

in the filamentous ·urethral process
(see diagram of urinary tract). If
this is the case, the process and the
accompanying stone may be
successfully removed surgically.
In steers, the urethra may be
surgically bisected at a point above
the sigmoid flexure and l:Jrought to
the outside of the body to by-pass
the more constricted portion of the
tract. Steers treated in this manner
often make acceptable weight gains
for tl?e remainder of the feeding
pe.riod. . However, this operation
requires the skill of an experienced
·veterinarian, and economics rarely
allow its application to sheep.
Maior Causative Factors

High urinary phosphorus levels.
In early work, an association was
observed between high urinary
phosphorus levels and the for~ation
of phosphatic urinary calculi. Since
that time, dietary phosphorus levels
of 0.5%to 0.6%, representing about a
two-fold increase over normal
levels , have been used repeatedly
for the experimental production of
about a 50% incidence of urinary
calculi in lambs. In subsequent experiments , no other single factor
has been found to be of comparable
importance. In addition to the level
of phosphorus in the ration, its
nutritional availability and the calcium-to-phosphorus ratio greatly
influence the extent to which phosphorus is excreted in the urine.

The need for phosphorus supplementation of many classes of
livestock under a variety of conditions cannot be disputed. However,
the concentrate feedstuffs ( such as
grains, oil meals, etc.), normally fed ·
at high levels to feedlot cattle and
sheep, generally provide levels · of
phosphorus in excess of those required for optimum weight gains.
Supplementing this type of ration
with additional phosphorus, whether fed as part of the concentrate mix
or free choice, requires that special
attention be given to the calcium-tophosphorus ratio if losses from urinary calculi are to be avoided.
Calcium levels in high-concentrate finishing rations are generally
low. This may be corrected by
.feeding a good quality legume forage (alfalfa hay) or a more concentrated source of calcium (ground
limestone). The amounts required
are discussed later. .
Urine alkalinity. The various
phosphates comprising urinary calculi formed under feedlot conditions generally represent materials
that have precipitated from an alkaline urine. The urine of cattle and
sheep is normally alkaline, although
to various degrees. The degree of
alkalinity (measured as pH) is determined to a large extent by the

f,

Urinary tracts, femaie (left), male
(right).

Ureters

Bladder

Sigmoid Flexure

Urethral Process

Female Urinary Tract

Male Urinary ·Tract
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nature of the ration. However, the
extent to which a given feed will
contribute to urine alkalinity cannot be surmised from the initial
acidity or alkalinity of the ration
ingredients. The acidity associated
with plants and plant 'fermentation products ( such as silage, natural vinegars, etc. ) , is metabolized
in the body and does not reach
the urine ·e xcept in the form of
degradation products. The net result is that most forages contribute
toward an alkaline urine, cereal
grains have little influence and
feeds having a high content of natural protein contribute some degree
of acidity. In the latter .instance, the
acid-forming effect is due to the
sulfur and other acid-forming elements inherent in natural proteins.
On the other hand, molasses contains much of the soluble alkaliforming mineral constituents of the
plant from which it was made and
contributes strongly to the alkaline
constituents of urine.
The use of alkaline buffering
agents, presumably to increase consumption and utilization of highor ·a ll-concentrate diets, has received considerable attention by research workers in recent years.
Feeding 2% sodium bicarbonate in
an all-concentrate lamb ration consisting principally of com and soybean meal resulted in an increase
in urine alkalinity and subsequent
urinary calculi formation in more
than one-half of the lambs. The
calculi incidertce was even higher
when this treatment also included
an above-normal level of phosphorus.
Low urine volume. Variations in
urine volume inversely affect the
relative concentration of minerals
and ot;lier excretory products in the
urine; an increase in urine volume
tends to dilute these products.
Urine volume is to a great extent
a reflection of water consumption.
A lower water consumption and
subsequently greater concentration
of urinary constituents occurring in
animals on feed during the w inter
is believed to be an important reason for the high urinary calculi
incidence associated with this season.

While the import~nce of low
urine volumes in the etiology of
urinary calculi cannot be disputed,
research has shown that a low urine
volume alone is not sufficient to
promote stone formation.
Factors of Limited
or Doubtful Importance

Diethylstilbestrol (DES). This es:.
trogenic hormone is used extensively to increase rate of gain in
feedlot cattle and lambs. Early
experiments utilizing DES implicated it as a cause of urinary calculi. However, early experiments
employed 15- and 30-milligram im~
plants for lambs, these being levels
capable of causing significant
changes in the urogenital system
of treated lambs. Also, these levels
are five to ten times higher than
those currently approved for use.
In multiple experiments, lambs
on control and high-phosphorus
calculogenic diets were implanted
with 3 milligrams of DES or fed 2
milligrams per head daily without
evidence of an increase in the incidence of urinary calculi. These represent levels that are currently in
common usage. Thus, as it is now
c_o mmonly used, DES does not appear to be a contributing factor in
urinary calculi.
Vitamin A. A deficiency of vitamin A has been thought to represent a primary cause of urinary calculi. Changes, in epithelial tissue
including the lining of the urinary
tract, and an increase in susceptibility to infections under conditions
of vitamin A deficiency provide a
basis for these beliefs. However,
exp eriments designed to determine
w hether or not vitamin A deficiency
is a specific causative factor have
yielded largely negative results.
While such a deficiency may contribute to the urinary calculi problem, it probably is not of major importance in the large incidence of
urinary calculi occurring in feedlots across the nation. Also, assignment of a calculi-protective effect
to the feeding of a large excess of
vitamin A appears to have no sound
b asis.

Magnesium. An inverse relationship b etween urinary magnesium
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levels and the incidence of urinary
calculi has been observed by some
research workers. However, increases in dietary phosphorus are
known to reduce urinary magnesium excretion. Feeding 0.2% magnesium (as magnesium oxide) with
a high-phosphorus calculogenic ration gave no more protection than
was provided by a comparable level of calcium. Variations in magnesium m ·e tabolism appear to be of
doubtful importance in the causation of urinary calculi.
Hard water. In instances of urinary calculi outbreaks, attention is
often focused upon the source of
drinking water. However, assuming
an adequate supply of potable
water, there is no basis for an involvement of variations in water
quality. Further, the minerals (calcium and magnesium) contributing
to water "hardness" are among the
factors found to be protective
against phosphatic urinary calculi.
Other factors. Specific factors
including hormone imbalances and
certain B-vitamin deficiencies have
been implicated in urinary calculi
formation in laboratory animals,
principally the albino rat. However,
these do not appear to warrant attention as important causative factors of urinary calculi in feedlot cattle and sheep.
Prevention

General considerations. Urine
blockage due to urinary calculi in
growing-fattening wethers or steers
may occur at any time during the
feeding period, but most losses occur after the animals have been on
feed for at least 3 weeks. Preventive
measures taken after outbreaks of
calculi have occured may appear to
be only partially effective in that
the stones already formed may
lodge in the urethra and cause urine
blockage at a later date.
In some instances, siliceous deposits apparently formed during
the period that the animals were
maintained on the range have been
found in the urinary tracts of sheep
and cattle at slaughter following
an extensive period in the feedlot. Urinary deposits of this typ e
were found in as many as 25% of
some groups of sheep and cattle

c?mpleting feeding trials at the
South Dakota _A gricultural Experiment Station. While the~e may
cause no difficulty, they represent
a potential problem ..
Siliceous calculi have been
known to form in animals' · maintained in drylot and fed feeds such
as grass hay, straw or oat grain
having a high silica content. For
this reason and because other types
may form under certain conditions,
a positive identification of the type
of calculi being encountered is especially important in planning a longrange program for calculi prevention. However, the phosphatic type
of urinary calculi is by far the type
most commonly encountered · in
feedlot animals, and each ration
should be planned to minimize losses from this cause.
Most materials and practices of-'
fering some degree of protection
against phosphatic urinary calculi
appear to involve at least one of the
following mechanisms: ( 1) a lowering of urinary phosphorus levels;.
( 2 ) acidification of the urine; ( 3)
and an increase in urine volume. Although other modes of action have
been postulated, there is very little
conclusive evidence in their support
at present.
Control of ration phosphorus
levels and calcium-to-phosphorus
ratios. Of the various methods used
successfully for urinary calculi prevention under experimental conditions, the use of proper phosphorus
levels and calcium-to-phosphorus
ratios appear to be the most applicable to practical .feedlot conditions.
Attention should be given to this
aspect of urinary calculi prevention
before other methods are applied.

The phosphorus requirem ents of
fattening lambs and cattle range
from 0.16% to 0.23% of the ration as
stated by the National Research
Council. Average calcium and phosphorus values of some of the common feeds are shown in table 1. It is
evident from these data that the
phosphorus content of high-concentrate finishing rations will frequently exceed required levels without
phosphorus supplementation. However, assuming th e accuracy of some
of the published minimum values

for the phosphorus·content of cereal
grains, phosphorus supplementation
of beef cattle and lamb finishing rations may be an important consideration in feedlots relying upon areas
of low phosphorus fertility for feed
supplies. In these instances, the addition of a phosphorus supplementsuch as dicalcium phosphate, defluorinated rock phosphate or
steamed bone meal-may be advisable.
After ample phosphorus intake is
assured and an attempt has been
. made to avoid excessive levels, atte~tion must be given to the level
of calcium . and its ratio to phosphorus if potential losses from
urinary calculi are to be minimized.
Use of ground limestone to provide
a ratio of 2 to 2.5 parts of calcium to
1 part of phosphorus in lamb rations containing excessive ·phosphorus has proved effective in lowering blood and urinary phosphorus
levels as well as providing a high
d egree of protection against urinary
calculi.

Although it is preferable to use
actua~ calcium and phosphorus
values, obtained by analysis in calculating the amount. of calcium to
add, average values. obtained from
tables of feedstuff composition may ·
generally suffice. As a rule ·of
thumb, the following approximation is applicable: Add 1.5% to 2%
ground limestone to high-concentrate beef cattle or lamb rations.
Reduce this amount by one-half if
the ration contains as much as 20%
to 25% of a good quality legume
forage .
F eeding calcium and phosphorus
supplements free choice is considered to be less desirable than mixing
known amounts directly into the ration. When free-choice feeding of
these materials is practiced, the
same points emphasized above
should be given consideration, that
is, an excessive intake of phosphorus should be avoided and a high
calcium-to-phosphorus ratio should
be achieved. ·
Reducing the alkalinity of the
urine. As urine alkalinity is an imTable 1. Average calcium and phospho- · portant causative factor in formarus contents of some common
tion of phosphatic urinary calculi,
feedstuffs*
some protection is provided by
feeding materials having an acidFeedstuff
Calcium Phosphorus
forming effect. Ammonium chloride
%
%
and calcium chloride are coming
Grains and grain products
into use for this purpose. Feeding
Barley _ __________________ 0.08
0.42
ammonium chloride for prevenCorn _____________ _________ 0.03
0.27
tion of urinary calculi is currently
Linseed meal ___ ____ OAO
0.83
Oats ____ ____________ __ ___ _ 0.10
0.35
limited to 0.25 of an ounce per head
Sorghum _____ .. _________ 0.04
0.3l
daily for sheep and 1 to 1.5 ounces
Soybea n meal ___ _____ 0.32
0.67
for fattening cattle. It is important
Wheat ____________ ______ _ 0.05
. 0.36
that the ammonium -chloride be
Wheat bran _____ _·__ 0.14
1.17
mixed thoroughly into the concenDry roughages
trate . mix~ure to avoid palatability
Alfalfa hay _ ____ . 1.48
0.23
problems associated with higher
Bromegrass hay ____ 0.39
0.25
concentrations of this material.
Oat hay ____ ____ ____ 0.23
0.21
Prai rie h ay __.__________ 0.38
0.11
On an equal weight basis, amTimothy hay ________ 0.32
0.17
monium chloride appears to b e
Silagest
more effective than calcium chlorA lfa lfa __ ___ __ __ ____ 0.49
0.12
ide in reducing alkal(nity of the
Corn ____ ______________ 0.08
0.06
urine and in controlling urinary calSorg hum __ ___ ____
0.10
0.06
culi.
While 1% ammonium chloride
Mine rals
has appeared to depress feed conLimestone ______________ 33.84
0.02
sumption, this level of calcium chlorDicalcium
ide ( as anhydrous CaCl1) did not.
phosphate __________ 27 .00
19.07
However , 1% calcium chloride was
Bone meal
29.98
13.59
found
to b e highly effective in re* Fr<1111 N R C Publication No . 1232, 1964 , Join t
ducing the incidence of urinary cal. l n itcd Stato -C a nadian Table~ o f Feed Co111 p m iti o n . National Ac ad e rn y of Sc ienu:~ .
culi. In a h ydrated form as it is most
Wa shington, D . C.
r
e a <l i 1 y available commercially
I A h<1 ut 3 lh. " f ~ila ge i~ required l<1 gi ve I
( Ca Cl:!" 2H :!O ), a I evel of 1.3% is
lb . of air -dri ed feed .
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cqu ivalent to l % of the anhydrous
material. In addition to the acidforming effect, calcium chloride fed
at this_level provicfos calcium equal
to that provided hy lcvds of 0.9°/ri
to l % of most sources of gro11n<l
limestone.
Feeding materials having an
acid-forming effect for calculi prevention probably have greatest application in ·certain feedlots where it
may not he possible or foasihlc to
practice strict control of phosphorus
levels ancl calcium-to-phosphorus
ratios. Further, it must he recognized that while these compounds may
he valuable tools for calculi prevention , the ir use does not substitute for
sound nutritional practices.
It should be noted that feeding
potassium chloride does not contribute to acidification of the urine
and when feel as 1% of the ration
it generally has no significant effect on urine volume. In a few 'instances , some degree of protection
against urinary calculi has been
reported for the feeding of potassium chloride. In other instances, detrimental effects have been associated with its use. Presently, there is no
sound basis for the use of potassium
chloride in urinary calculi prevention programs.

Increasing urine vol!-lmc . . Feeding 4'1', common salt (sc,dium chloride) in lamh rations . has been observed to increase water cons11mption sufficiently to yiel<l approximately a two-fold increase in
urine volume. H.csults from its use
have not hecn sufficiently satisfactory to justify reliance upon this
method of prevention under con:..
ditions that favor a high incidence
of urinary calculi. However, its use
as ali adjunct to other methods
outli-ned herein may he valuahle.
SUMMARY
Principal causes of phosphatic
urinary calculi.
1. High urinary phosphorus concentrations.
a. A high intake of dietary
phosphorus.
h. A low calcium to phosphorus ratio.
2. Urine alkalinity
a. Normal alkali-forming effect of most plant materials.
b. Alkali-forming effect of certain salts, i.e., sodium hicarbonate.
Methods recommended for prevention of phosphatic urinary calculi.
· ( These are based on data ob-
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taincd with sheep , hut arc helicved
· to also apply to cattle).
1. Practice strict control of dietary phosphorus levds , avoid
a large excess.

2. Feed
additional
calcium
(ground limestone is commonly used ) maintaining a calcium
to phosphorus rati<> hetween
2: 1 and 2.5: 1. This may he clone
hy a<lding 1.5% to 2% groun<l
limestone to high-concentrate
rations, reducing this amount
hy on e-half if the ration contains as much as 20% of a good
quality legume forage.
3. Feed acid-forming salts. Ammonium chloride fed daily at
a rate of 7.1 grams ( 0.2,5 of
an ounce) to sheep, or 28.4 to
42.5 grams ( 1.0 to 1.5 ounces)
to fattening cattle, has heen
approved hy the Food and
Drug Administration for this
purpose. These c1uantities will
generally yield a level less
than the 1% reported herein to
be highly effective in urinary
calculi prevention. Calcium
chloride fed at a- level of 1%
of the diet (equivalent to 1.3%
CaCl:! · 2H:!O ), while highly effective in reducing the incidence of urinary calculi in
South Dakota studies has not
been approved by the FDA
to he sold for use as the active
ingredient in feeds used for
calculi prevention.
4. Recommendations pertaining
to phosphorus and calcium
levels, outlined above under
recommendations 1 and 2,
should be followed as a regular feeding practice. Those
listed under item 3, pertaining
to the feeding of acid-forming
salts, should be applied principally in problem areas where
complete calculi prevention is
not achieved through application of the other recommende<l
practices. Along with these
recommendations , it is assumed that the livestock feeder will provide rations ade<1uate in all of the essential
nutrients and supply an adequate amount of fresh water. D
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'VANGEROUS TRACTOR NOISE . .
. ' on the way OU.t i"
Maybe tts
(With Paul K. Turnquist, associate professor,
that farm or ranch· tractor too long and toq often could be the_
Agricultural Engineering Department,
"deaf" of you. Permanently.
·
Agrfcultural Experiment Station).
And even if your tractor has a nice, comfortable cab, as many now do,
the situation may be somewhat wors .
The reason is noise-or "unwanted sound"-that not only poses a probResearch upon which this article is- base<l
I m for tractor and cab manufactur rs, research engineers and medical
was headed by Dr. Turnquist and assisted by
doctors but is a potential threat of p rmanent hearing loss to farmers and
D. W. Ryl~nd, Lieutena nt, U. S. Army, a fortheir working family mem hers. Hearing loss may not be the only danger,
mer graduate research assistant from Lake
Preston, S. D. Dr. Turnquist presented a paper
however, as some investigators report that" ... noise above 85 decibels at a
on the findings at the 1968 Winter Meeting of
certain pitch is now considered a medical hazard and can affect the ·heart,
the American .Society of Agricultural Engineers
in Chicago last December.
lungs, blood pressure, nervous system, and eventually every body function."
Research at South Dakota State
----------------------------University on agricultural machinery noise research at SDSU ( see
technicalities of either of these difery now provides hints for do-itSouth Dakota Farm & Home Referent measuring units, the noise
yourself measures to reduce noise
search, Vol. XVIII, No. 2, Spring
danger level may be roughly placed
to acceptable levels that lessen
1967) . It stemmed from tests indion a scale such as:
danger of permanent hearing loss
cating incoming SDSU freshm~n
between
for tractor operators. The Agriculwho had worked in a noisy environheavy street traffic, or
tural Experiment Station work may
ment - farming or construction,
a factory, or
also give industry additional informainly-had high r-than-nationala
pneumatic drill, or
mation on noise control.
average hearing loss.
a
food blender, qr
Prevention Best Treatment
Noise Danger Levels
a loud radio
Permanent hearing loss may reJust where is the noise danger
sult from exposure to high noise
level? Unfortunately, it is below the
and
levels, especially if you are subjectnoise level of most operating tracan open car window near the
ed to the high levels over long, contors ( see accompanying chart). ·
left ear, or
tinued periods. Some doctors say the
People working with sound may
a boiler shop, or
onset of hearing loss due to high
express it in a unit of measurement
a motorcycle, or
sound levels is usually gradual and
called decibel, or by another unit
a power mower, or
insidious: when it happens you
called sone. Without going into the
an outboard motor
probably won't know or realize just
what hit you. By that time you may
DON'T LET A QUIETER TRACTOR FOOL YOU
be in your 40' s and, say doctors,
South Dakota State University
Think twice before overhaul- '
hearing loss caus d by noise does
ing
your
tractor
after
putting
on
agricultural engin ers investinot respond well to use of hearing
· s und deadening devices.
. gating ways of reducing danaids, it is not improved by surgery,
There's a reason: Sp cial exgerously high noise levels of
and it shows little response to drugs.
som farm machinery which
haust mufflers or insulated cabs
Prevention is the best treatment and
over a period of time may cause
may mask customary noises so
it must start in the teens.
that other "new" sounds bepermanent hearing impairment
Thus, much of the benefit of agricome more noticeable. These
-or worse.
cultural machinery noise suppresIf you don't think there's a
n w or different sounds may
sion probably will go to young
difference, e x p e r i m e n t by
mislead you into thinking som~men-and women-who operate
thing is wrong with tractor or
checking the sound of your car
tractors over the years. In fact, apmotor first with windows open,
attachments.
par nt hearing impairment of some
then with windows closed.
The suggestion is made by
fr shmen students to a large extent
pr mpted the agricultural machin-
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~4LE-Of.THUMB SOUND COMPARISON-------•

' On this scale a farm tractor generally falls someplace between the
pneumatic drill and the boiler shop.
(Just where, and if, those popular
music combos fit into the scale is
not relevent here.)

D ecibels

-

40 Low street noise; average office sounds
50 Average household

60 Ordinary conversation

90 Combinations Investigated

•

SDSU agricultural research engineers investigating 90 different combinations of tractor-cab-exhaustload factors found that some of
them reduced noise to a levefbelow
that believed to be injurious to hearing ( see accompanying listings).
Materials· used, such as exhaust
snubber and cab, were selected as
typical products of good design on
the market today.
Addition of a cab, the SDSU data
shows, increases rather than decreases noise levels for the operator.
The cab apparently serves to "concentrate" the noise. One person suggested that the concentration , of
noise in one of these tractor cabs
would not be entirely unlike the din
inside a big bass drum during a rousing military march ..
The exhaust system also decidedly affects noise levels which led one
researcher to remark that tractor
manufacturers could equip tractors
with more effective noise reducing
muffiers.
At all loads tested, the reduction
of noise to acceptable levels was
best with added insulation in the
cab or the insulated cab plus insulated tractor hood and firewall.
"We were mainly concerned with
farm equipment now in use-how a
farmer could economically reduce
noise levels on the tractor he purchased say within the past 5 years,"
says the research project leader. "Industry and manufacturers are better
equipped and staffed for research
and testing aimed at noise problems
on new.equipment-and I anticipate
some rather progressive developments within even the next 2 or 3
years."

70 Average radio
80 Heavy street traffic; factory noise level
Acceptable level as
used in this .study
-

-

85 - - - - - - - -

-----

90 Pneumatic drill; food blender; loud radio; noisy
street; some tractors
95 Open car window near left ear; some tractors
- - - - - - - - - • 110 Boiler shop; motorcycle; power mower; outboard
motor; some tractors

- - - - - - - - - - 118 Threshold of discomfort
- - - - - - - - - - 120 Airplane; close thunder

- - - - - - - - - - - 130 Shotgun
- - - - - - - - - - - - 140 Firecracker near ear

- - - - - - - - - - - - 143 Threshold of pain
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 150 Heavy rifle

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 160 Jet with afterburner

HOW TO REDUCE NOISE

For the do-it-yourselfer, here are
suggestions for reducing tractor

•

20 Soft whisper

Part of tractor noise research equipment included power take-off dynamometer ( at rear of tractor) and tripodmounted microphone ( on tractor seat).
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noise based on the latest SDSU research:

- For Cahs.
If your tractor is equipped with a
cab, put in additional inside insulation. At SDSU, I-inch fiberglass insulation was used. You must carefully seal up every crack on and around
ceiling, sides and exposed controls.
Fc'>am rubber probably would be
best for i~ulation on the floor or
"stepping" p'a(ts of the cab. This is
because moisture and wear on the
cab floor would tend to compress the
fiberglass. Thickness of insulation is
a factor in noise reduction.
Cover inside fiberglass insulation
with vinyl or similar material to provide "scuff" resistance and protection. Insulation and vinyl are fastened with an adhesive. Estimated cost
of fiberglass and adhesive is about
$20 and the vinyl covering anothei:
$20.
For ExhaustAn exhaust snubber of the type
used in these experiments costs
about $40 ( see accompanying list of
equipment used). Although noise
level was reduced by placing exhausts at 45-degree angles toward
side and front of the tractor, the
vertical snubber is probably most
practical since it involves less modification of the exhaust system. It
helps also if the muffler-snubber
system outlet is above the cab.

these so-called <extras' become tor
you depends upon how much you
value your comfort and your hear-ing. ·Think of it as a package deal:
c_o nvenience, safety, comfort, less
noise, air conditioning."
What about those altered exhaust
arrangements? For the l;uger muf-Her-snubbers you'll have to install
them so they don't obstruct the view
from the cab. And, after you extend
the exhaust upward, don't drive out
of yo_ur shop without first measuring the height of the door.
The Agricultural Experiment Sta. tion is working on another phase 9f
reducing dangerous levels of tractor noise. This involves use of ear
muffs by the operator. By early next
summer, agricultural engineers hope
to have additional information on
some new developments in connection with using these devices. ·
WHAT RESEARCH INDICATES

Briefly, and without citing technical units of sound measurement,
here are some of the SDSU findings:
• Although the sound pressure
level produced by the agricultural ·
tractor alone and under no load .as
used in this experiment was barely
under the danger level assigned,
when under load the sound was sufficient to cause hearing damage for
periods of continuous exposure.
• The noise level at the position of
a seated operator's head was in-

creased considerably ( up to 61%
louder) by placing a cab on the tractor. ·
• Adding soundproofing material
effectively reduced noise level 1inside
the tractor cab.
• Insulating only the tractor· itself ( under hood and on firewall)
was not an effective method of re_ducing the noise level.

•

• Larger volume mufflers, such as
the snubber used in this study, are
effective n,oise suppressors.
• A 2-foot extension added to the
factory _replacement muffler ( which
brought the discharge point higher
than the top of the cab) was effective when used on the tractor with
-either insulated or noninsulat~d cab.
• The tractor plus insulated cab
and the tractor with insulated hood
and firewall plus insul~ted cab were
considered acceptable for continuous exposure .operations under criteria used for this study. D

•
Exhaust snubber ( a large volume
muffler of the type often used on stationary engines) at 45-degree angles
toward side and front of tractor.

WHAT TO EXPECT

Let's say you effectively insulate
the inside of the tractor cab and
noise becomes much less of a problem. That's fine for cool days. But
the inside of the cab is so hot you
cannot operate the tractor in comfort at certain times of the year.
When you open a window for ventilation you undo all or most of your ·
sound conditioning effort.
"If you are figuring on soundproofing your cab-or in purchasing
a cab in the future with insulation
for sound-be prepared to start
thinking about air conditioning,"
says one of the researchers. "A factory installed cab from one manufacturer now sells for about $1,100.
Air conditioning would be about
$400 more. Add about $100 for noise
conditioning. Just how expensive

•
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•
Samples of the type of insulation used
in SDSU research. Some insulation may
be purchased with a vinyl or other material adhered to one side. If this type is
unavailable, adhere vinyl over the insulation after it is installed.

•

An extension added to a factory replacement muffler. Note that extension
opening is above top of cab. (Fiberglass
noise absorbing insulation used in experiments has been removed from this
cab.)
Tractor insulated with 1-inch fiber
glass adhered to underside of hood and
to the firewall. This treatment in combination with insulating the cab gave
the best results.

TECHNICAL DATA
TRACTOR-CAB ARRANGEMENTS
Unaltered tractor.
Tractor plus cab only.
Tractor plus cab with fiberglass insulation
added.
Tractor insulated under hood and on firewall
plus insulated cab.
Insulated tractor with regular cab.
Insulated tractor without cab.
EXHAUST CONTROL ARRANGEMENTS
Factory replacement muffler.
Exhaust snubber (a large volume muffler often
used on stationary engines).
Factory replacement muffler at 45 -degree angles to .side and front of tractor.
Exhaust snubber at 45-degree angles.
Factory replacement muffler with 2-foot extension.
LOAD CONDITIONS (WITH POWER
TAKE-OFF DYNAMOMETER) .
No load, 1,900 r.p.m.
75°/.., load , 1,900 r.p.m.
65 % load, 1,700 r.p.m .

•

WANT MORE INFORMATION?
If you are interested in more details about
this research , contact Paul K . Turnquist, Agricultural Engineering Department, South D akota State Univ ersity, Brookings, South Dakota,
57006.
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a new

oat

KOTA

•

By R. S. Albreclitsen ,
associate professor of agronomy

a new spring oat variety
developed by the South Dako.
ta Agricultural Experiment .S tation
and released in January, 1969. It is
a high yielder of good quality grain
and its outstanding characteristic
appears to be its large area of adaptation.

I(

·

OTA IS

Origin and History

Kata is a selection from the cross
Clinton <:x Landhafer 2x RL 2120 3x
Garry. The parentage of RL 2120 is
Victoria 2x Hajira x Banner 3x Victory x Hajira 4x Roxton. The initial
selection was made by D. D. Harpstead. Final selection and purification were done by R. S. Albrechtsen.
Various state and federal agencies
participated in the final evaluation
of Kata in regional tests coordinated
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

have a large area of adaption. It
was the second highest yielding
strain of 26 entries in the Uniform
Midseason Oat Performance Nursery grown at 19 locations throughout the North Central Region of the
U.S. and Canada in 1967. It was exceeded only by an unreleased exp erimental strain. Clintford was th e
only entry in these tests that exceeded Kata in test weight in 1967:
Yield data on Kata and check varie-

. ties are shown in table 1. Additional
agronomic and pathologic data are
given in table 2.
Seed is b eing released · by the
Foundation Seed St_ock Division,
South Dakota State University, to
County Crop Improvement Associations for registered and certified
seed production in 1969. Some
neighboring states also p articipated
in a simultaneous increase and release of Kota seed. D

Table 1. Yield of Kota and 5 check varieties in South Dakota* and the
North Central Region,t 1965-1968; bushels per acre.

Cha racteristics

Kata is a midseason variety, similar to Portal in height, heading
date, maturity date, test weight and
kernel size. It has moderately good
straw strength. Approximately 75%
of the kernels are yellow in white
light and dark brown under ultra
violet; the remaining 25% are lighter yellow in white light and fluoresce blue-white under ultra violet.
Protein content of the grain is good.
Results of preliminary milling tests
suggest it to be suitable as a milling
oat.
Averages over a 3-year period
(1965-67) show Kata to b e equal to
Holden in crown rust and stem rust
resistance. Both are resistant to the
prevalent older races but susceptible to some of the new races. Kata
is resistant to the oat smuts and has
shown some yellow dwarf tolerance.
Perform a nce

Kata has given high yields of
good quality grain and appears to

Brookings Watertown Centerville

Variety

No. of station yeJrs ________ ( 6)
Kota -------------------------------- __ 87.3
Holden ______ ____________________ 84:0
Portal -------------------------------- 85 .0
Jaycee ________ ·-- ------ ·----------~- 80.1
Clintland 64 ______ ____________ 86.0
Clintford __________________________ 80.4

(6)

77.5
73.l
74.3
74.5
75.4
80.0

•

Ave.3
So. Pak. North Central
location s
Region

(18)
76.3
71.6
73.4
72.175.3
72.5

(6)
64.2
57.8
61.0
61.6
64.4
57.2

(55)
85.1
83.1
83.8
81.6
78.3
78.7

-----··------* 1966- 1968, Sta nd ard Variety Oat T ria ls plus Un iform Mid seaso n Oat Performance Nurseries.
·11 965.- 1967 , Jata from Regiona l Uniform MiJsea so n Oat Performance Nursery reports.

Table 2. Agronomic and pathologic data on Kota and 7 check varieties in the Uniform
Midseason Oat Performance Nursery, 1965-1967.*
Test
wt.
Variety

(lbs.)

LodgDate
ing
Groats Height head
(in.)
(June)
(% )
(% )

No. of station years
Kata ---------------------------Holden ------ -------------- Portal _________________________
Jaycee ----------- ---------Clintland 64 ________________
Cl in tfor<l ____________ -----Andrew -- . -------------Mo. 0-2 05 ------- ----- ----

(55)
33.3
32.2
33.0
33.9
33.3
35.9
32.5
33 .1

(44)
36.6
23.1
25.4
23.0
25.2 ·
15.6
41.4
37.0

(35)
71.1
72.6
74.3
71.6
74.3
73.7
73.0
71.8

(50)
37.2
35.8
37.3
32.1
36.2
32.8
37.0
38.1

(43)
21
20
21
17
20
18
17
19

Date
ripe
(July)

Crown
rust
(cod.)

Stem
rust
Smut
(coef.) (%)

(10)
22
22
23
19
21
21

(22)
27 .2
27 .2
14.4
44.9
20 .6
42.3
48.5
48.4

( 16)
21.6
21.9
14.8
18.6
20.3
34.9
31.2
31.l

n
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----------*Data from Regional Uniform Mid ,ca,o n Oa ts Performa nce Ntirsery reporb.
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(20)
1.9
0.4
3.5
0.4
0.9
9.1

1.0
0.9

BYDV

(%)

(15 )
55.4
75.1
69.0
36.6
69.3

•
51.5

It

a new
better
barley

PRIMUSII

and better barley was released late last year and South
Dakota County Crop Improvement
Associations and the South Dakota
Seed Trade Association will be
planting it for registered an~""certified seed increase this spring. About
4,500 bushels were r leased for this
purpose by the Foundation Seed
Stocks Division of South Dakota
State University.
South Dakota, Minnesota and
North Dakota growers familiar
with the performance of Primus
barley will be interested in the new
variety - named Primus II which was developed from bulked
head selections of 1966-relea..sed
Primus.
Developer of both varieties is
Phil B. Price, agronomist with the
Crops Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, who has
been stationed at Brookings with
the South Dakota Agricultural Ex·
periment Station since 1957.

A

NEW

Widely Accepted

Primus has been widely accepted and growers are enthusiastic
about its performance, say agrono-

mists. They add .that Primus II appears to be identicial with Primus
in yielding ability and disease reaction. It was released becaus of
its better uniformity in certain agronomic characters and slight superiority in grain quality.
Primus and Primus II combine
the best features of Brandon 3902;
Liberty, and Swan which contribute earliness, general adaptability,
yield ability, high bushel weight,
and desirable quality features.
Agronomis.ts describe Primus II
as an early-maturing, modified
Manchurian spring type six-row
barley. Spikes are long, lax, smoothawned, and emerge well from the
boot. Kernels are strongly attached,
heads do not sh.a tter readily at
maturity and neck breakage is minimal. Medium-sized plump kernels
have tightly adhering hulls, colorless aleurone and thresh free of
awns. Primus II, as with Primus,
has outstanding heat tolerance and
drought resistance, and these features, along with its earliness, make
it an excellent barley suitable for
South Dakota and the Upper Mid-

west. · Primus has been successful
on both dryland and irrigation
farming . Under South Dakota conditions it heads and matures about
a week earlier than Larker or Dickson.
Has Rust Resistance

Primus II is ·resistant to prevalent races of stem rust. While it is
susceptible to common foliar dis eases and head blight s, these diseases are seldom serious enough to
make high degrees of resistance
necessary for most barley grown in
th~ Upper Midwest, according to
Dr. Price.
The new barley is being released
as a feed variety. Final decisions
as to acceptability of Primus and
Primus II as malting varieties will
be made in 1969.
Superior performance of Primus

II under South Dakota conditions
may be n oted when it is compar ed
with three standar d malting varieties:

Variety

Averag e
yield*
bu / acre

Primus II ______________ 59.9.
Larker ____________________ 53.5
Conquest ________________ 53.4
Dickson ________________ 52.4

Average
Test weight*
lb/ bushel

48.0
48.0
46.1
46.6

• Data for 19 station years-a "station year" . is
a test at one station, one growing season .

Growers Like Primus Barley
growers
W Primusnobarley?
HAT

think about

Earliness, yield and standabilitythree of . the top-rated characteristics of Primus - are emphasized in
comments from a group of Upper
Midwest growers:
Wayne Fletcher, Garden City,
S. D., averaged 40 bushels an acre
(48-pound bushel weight) on 100
acres of dryland. He likes it for
early maturity and says it "also
spreads the harvest season over a
longer period." Mr. Fletcher explains that his barley was grown
on a piece of ground that was salty
around the edges but the center
part of the field yielded much over
40 bushels an acre.

Herman Lee, Borup, Minn., averaged 70 bushels (48-pound bushel weight) on 1,200 acres of dryland. He says Primus stands well
(better than other barleys he has
grown) and it has good recovery
after heavy rain and wind. About
earliness: "It helps get the harvest
away early and is good for under
seeded legume fields too." Mr. Lee
adds: "Just get it approved for
malting."
Ralph Elliot, Drayton, N. D., averaged 50 bushels (49-pound bushel weight) on 30 acres of dryland.
Mr. Elliot says about earliness: "In
my operation, this factor alone is
the reason for Primus to be included in the cropping rotation. My
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feeling has always been that more
effort need be placed on short er
season varieties for specific uses ."
He suggests that more farmer information on adapting specific use
varieties to cropping rotations
might- improve sale potentials of
this variety into a larger area.
William Lee, O ttumwa, S.D., is
especially enthusiastic about Primus and prospects for Primus II.
"Last year we didn't get moisture
early and when we needed it but
our Primus averaged 65 bushels
(48-pound bushel weight) on 160
acres of dryland - while our other
barleys made about 45 bushels and
test weight was down to 45 pounds
in some cases." Mr. Lee says that 2

years ago he ·OQtained 18 bushels of
the new Prim.us ·s eed, "stretched it
out," and . got back 2,000' bushels
which cleaned out to 94 bushels an
acre and went up to ·53 poimds test
weight. "You cari really use fortilizer ·on dryland and come out," he
says. Mr. Lee adds that under his
circumstances he is more interested
in putting barley through cattle
than in growing it for malting p1:1,rposes. He likes the earliness - in
· fact, has .it growing in the fall from
"spillover" from an early ~arvest.
On a small patch of ground he's
going to experiment with working
the ground right behind the combine and see what he might get
with a "second" crop of Primus.
On the basis of Primus performance, Mr. Lee wants "all I can get
of Primus II."
Ed D ullea, Georgetown, Minn. ,
averaged 80 bushels (49-pound
bushel weight) an acre on 350 acres
of dryland, says Primus stands well
(and ''better" than other barleys he
has grown) ·and the earliness gives
a "longer season to fill." Mr. Dullea
adds that Primus "is the best barley we have for now."
. Donald Jorgenson, Ideal, S. D.,
had 200 acres of Primus, averaged
65 bushels (50-pound bushel
weight) an acre. He rates Primus
as excellent for stand, very good
for recovery after heavy rain and
wind, and better than oth er barleys he has grown as far as stand is
concerned. On earliness, Mr. Jorgenson says: "It may avoid early hot
spells by maturing ahead of them,
particularly in this southern area."
He is impressed by the excellent
response of Primus to high fertilization.
Raymond Ratcliff, Austin, Minn. ,
comments " . .. it's the best barley
I've ever raised." Mr. Ratcliff got 80
bushels an acre on 9 acres of dryland, says Primus stands w ell ( "better" than others he has grown) and
recovers "very well" after heavy
rain and wind. The earliness of
Primus appeals to him "because it
lets us get our barley out before
our oats are ready."
John Ruff, Huron, S. D. , got 50
bushels an acre off 600 acres of
dryland and 75 bushels an acre
from 300 acres under irrigation.

Bushel weight was 48 pounds. He
says Primus stood well and had
· good recovery after heavy rain and
'!Vind.
All of these growers plan to plant
Primus again in 1969. Most of them
first heard about Prim~s through
Crop Improvement Associations
and State Universities.
Describes Barley Requirements

Phil B. Price, USDA agronomist
at South Dakota State· who developed frimus and Primus II, in disc~ssing barley says that it requires
readily available plant nutrie9ts
and it needs them most during
early stages of growth.
T ests made by the soils testing
group at the Agricultural E xperiment Station at SDSU help prove
his point. C omparative tests between Primus barley and · Brave
oats were run on soils of low fertility in Deuel County in 1967.
When no fertilizer was applied the
barley yielded 40.4 bushels an acre
and provided a net cash return of
$17.35; oats 60.2 bushels and $16.42
an acre. When optimum levels of
fertilizer were applied to barley'
(90-30-0), Primus yielded 99.3 b~shels an acre and provided a net return of $50.50 while 107.1 bushels
of oats grown on land fertilized with
60-20-15 gave a $29.76 net return.
Dr. Price says the best barley is
grown on land that is plowed in
the fall. It can be fertilized either
by broadcast before seed bed preparation or with a combination
broadcast and fertilizer attachment
placement during seeding.·

New
Varieties
of
Small
Grains
WHEAT

BARL
FLAX

A Dual-Purpose Crop

H e emphasizes that barley is a
dual-purpose crop. It can be sold
for a malting premium on the commercial market if it meets quality
standards or it may be used as a
livestock feed.
How does barley compare with
other crops as a livestock feed ?
Animal scientists at SDS U point
out that No. 2 corn has 8.7% crude
protein compared with 12.7% for
barley. The total digestible nutrient
(TDN) level of corn is 80%, for barley 78%. This means that barley is
almost equal to corn in feeding
value. A SO-bushel barley crop ·
compares also to the feeding value
of 85 bushels of oats.D
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By: R. S. Albrechtsen, associate professor of
agronomy; J. J. Bonnemann, assistant agronomist; P. B. Price, research agronomist, USDA;
D. G. Wells, professor of agronomy; G. W .
Buchenal), associate profes·sor of plant pathol. ogy; and C. L. Lay, assistant in agronomy.

THEfood

of cultivated
plants began long -before
history was recorded. In the one
hundred years just passed, the food
plants including cereal grains have
been further changed to better
adapt them to man's needs. It now
appears that a lot more can and
will be done to modify many crops
beyond what was thought possible
10 years ago.
The Agricultural . Experiment
Station annually tests the newest
small grain releases from ot_?er
states, and from commercial breeders when available, as well as new
varieties originating in South Dakota. Annually the results are reported in Small Grain Variety Trial
c.irculars, copies of which are available from the Extension Service .
Each year newest varietal releases are described in South Dakota Farm & Home Research. Most
of these originate in breeding programs in the North Central States.
Description of a variety in this article, however, does not necessarily
imply recommendation.
IMPROVEMENT

•

SPRING WHEAT

•

Polk was developed at the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment
Station and was jointly released by
the Stations in Minnesota, South
Dakota, North Dakota and Montana. It has brown, bearded heads
and medium height, fairly weak
straw. Polk resists leaf rust, stem
rust, black chaff and bunt. It has
high test weight. Yields have sometimes equaled Chris and Manitou
but have been less at other times.
The milling and baking traits · of
Polk are good. Its advantage over
Chris, Manitou, and Crim is in its
resistance to more of the stem rust
races. And its resistance to stem
rust may continue longer.
Waldron was developed at the
North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station and is to be released
in 1969. It is beardless, white chaff-

There is much more than laboratory
and greenhouse work connected with
development of new· varieties of small
grain. The experimental plots must be
planted to conform with exacting specifications. You wouldn't seed oats on

your farm like it is being done here but
this is a type of equipment which permits planting hundreds of the small research plots with a saving of time, effort and costs.

ed 1 to 2 inches shorter than Chris
or' Justin and 2 to 4 days earlier in
heading. Waldron has stronger
straw than Chris, Justin, Manitou
and Polk. It appears to have a
broader base of stem rust resistance than Chris, Justin, Fortuna,
Polk or Sheridan. Waldron resists
leaf rust. It is high yielding in
South Dakota - as high as the best
spring wheats, many of which it exceeds in resistance to lodging or to
stem rust. Its test weight is high.
Milling and baking characteristics
are satisfactory, being better than
for Manitou, equal to Chris, and
not as good as those of Justin.

Red River 68 is a semi-dwarf
bread wheat that first became commercially available a year ago. It
has been tested by the South Dakota Station only one year, 1968. It
was 4 days ~arlier and 5 to 6 inches
shorter than Chris and Manitou at
Brookings. At Watertown where
drouth w a s more severe, Red
River 68 was 3 inches shorter than
Chris and 5 inches shorter than
Manitou. Like Chris, Polk, Fortuna,
and Manitou, it was free of rust.
Only at Brookings was Red River
68 higher in yield ,than the best of
the taller varieties. Its dough mixing
and handling properties h~ve been

Yields of some varieties of spring wheat in experiment station
tests in South Dakota in 1968
Brookings Watertown Centerville Highmore

Red River 68____ 29
Polk ________ __________ 25
Chris ________________ 19
Fortuna ___ _________ 22
Justin -------------· 14
Manitou ---------- 19
Waldron __________ 22
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Eureka

Wall

Average

36
33
42
44
36
36
37

37
28
26
35
27
30
32

36
33
33
35
29
33
36

Bushels Per Acre

37
33
34
34
30
32
38

28
30
32
23
29
30
38

49
47
47
51
40
51
49

•

Farmers all over South Dakota have
opportunities to see Agricultural Experiment Station research plots during special field days or demonstrations. A

SDSU staff member (center) explains
wheat disease research plots at a July
field day near Highmore.

reported by some commercial quality testing laboratories to be so
· troublesome that they feel it cannot
be used commercially even in blends
in large quantities, under current
methods of mixing and handling. Its
production is discouraged by these
laboratories. Growers should consider the end use of wheat when they
choose a variety. Growers, however,
must consider yielding ability and
recognize that potentially the semidwarfs have greater promise than
the taller varieties when growth
conditions are the best.
Improvement in quality among
semi-dwarfs will happen. The con-

servative attitude of millers and bakers reflected in their apparent ·unwillingness to adapt to different
quality wheats of high agronomic
worth has been a problem.
WINTER WHEAT

Winoka is a 1969 release of the
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. It was selected from
Winalta for its superior resistance
to stem rust. Winoka is susceptible
to leaf rust, streak mosaic, ·and leaf
necrosis. Winoka is of the same
winterhardiness as Hume, Minter
and Winalta. It is excellent in milling and baking characteristics, exceeding all ·winter wheats present-

ly grown in this state in quality ex- •
cept Winalta, which it exceeds in
rust resistance and Guide, which it
exceeds in hardiness. Winoka has
moderately strong straw 1 to 3 inches taller than Lanc;er. It is bearded and white chaffed. It is one day
later in heading. than Trader and
Trapper and 2 or 3 days later than
Lancer. It is of high test weight.
Winoka yields about the same as
Hume and Minter and less than
Winalta when stem rust is not a
problem, and often less than Lancer and Scout which it exceeds in
hardiness. Winoka is an addition to
(See pages 33 and34)

Performance o.f New Early Maturing Oat Varieties in South Dakota

Variety

Brookings !·
1967

Station years __ (1)
E68t ________________ 103 .8
Pettis ---- -- - ----- - Clintland 64 ____ 121.8
Clintford -------- 110 .3
Jaycee _______ ______ 109 .4

Watertownt
'68
'67-68

(1)
81.3
60.9
66.1
72.8
69.4

(2)
91.2
87.3
88.4
· 84.8

Yield, Bushels Per Acre
Highmore*
Centerville*
'68
'67-68
'68
'67-68

(2)
43.7
40.4
44.6
37.8
47 .6

(4)
6LO
65.3
55.4
53.9

(2)
70.4
94.4
92.4
70.6
87.8

(4)
70.0
84.6
77.9
80.3

Eurekat
'68
'67-68

(1)
101.2
73.6
84.1
87.6
71.1

(2)
74.1
80.1
88.4
74.6

• Averages from Uniform Early O a t Perform ance Nursery (UEOPN) plus Standard Va ri ety O at Nursery (SVO).
1-Averages from SVO data on ly.
tE68 in 1967 ; E69 in 1968.
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'68

Wallt
'67-68

(1)
73.1
78.1
71.2
80.8
82.1

Bison+
1967

.(2)
67.6

(1)
59.8

71.6
70.5
81.2

48.7
65.9
58.8

Test Wt.
Lbs/Bu.
4 Locations
1968

(6)
37.7
37.0
35.4
37.4
36.5

•

Performance of New Midseason Oat Varieties in South Dakota

•

Brookings*
Variety

67-68

Station years ___ ( 4)
M68t _________ _____ 77 .0
Kota __ __ ____ ____ 85.6
Holden
--- -~---- 74.1
Portal __ __ ____________ 78.8
Jaycee _______ ____ 74.7
Clintlan<l 64 ____ 86.0
Clintford ------~--- 76.0

65;68

(8)

Yield,Bushels Per Acre
HighWatertown*
Centerville*
more-I

67-68 . 65-68

(4)

67-68

65-68

67-68

67-68

67-68

(8)

(4)

(8)

(2)

(2)

(2)

77.5
73.1
74.3
74.5
75.4
80.0

54.0
60 .0
50 .8
56 .-8
55.0
63.0
52.4

64.2
57.8
61.0
61.6
64.4
57.2

74.8
78.4
76.4
84.8
81.8
84.2
81.6

88.9 74:6
85.6 - 82.4
87.2 91.5
79.2 88.6
78.6 81.2
80.1 71.6
88.4 70.5

81.1
87'.3
84.0
85.0
80.1
86.0
80.4

91.5
82.1
85.2
87.6
88.4
91.2

Test Wt.
Lbs./Bu .
Eu3
rekat Wallt Bisont Locations

1967

67-68

(1)

(12)
35.0
35 .7
33.3
34.1
35.1
35.5
37.0

57.6
64.4

72.6
58.3
58.8
48.7
65.9

* A ve rages

fro ,11 Uniform Midseaso n Oat Pe rfo rmance Nursery (UMOPN) plus Standard Variet y Oat
N ursery ( SVO ) .
·I Ave rages fro m SVO data onl y.
+M68 in 1967 ; M69 in 1968 .

Flax Performance in South Dakota (All data from South Dakota_Uniform
Regional Flax Nurseries).
Early Seeded
Brookings
Watertown
Variety

~

Late Seeded
Brookings
Watertown

Brookings + Watertown
Early Late
Early+Late

67-68 64-68 67-68 64-68 67-68 65-68 67-68 65-68 67-68 67-68 67-68 67-68
-

--

Yield, bushels per acre

•

•

Station years ____ (2)
Foster ____ ___ ___ 22.1
Nored ______ __________ 23.l
Linott __ ___---"------ 24.3
Noralta _---------- 21.7
Summit ------ ---- 22.3
Windom ---------- 23.5
Bolley _ _____ __ ______ 2 0 .9
RedwooJ --------- 23.5
B-5128 ------ ------ 23.0
-------

(5)
23.5
21.6
22.7
23.0
20.7
22 .7
22.4

(2)
21.2
25.2
23.3
21.6
24.3
24.3
21.0
22.8
22.0

~---

(5)
25.0
22.2
24.2
24.4

22.2
22.5
21.8

(2)
14.8
15.7
17.3
12.3
17.2
16.5
l 5.8
14.6
9.2

(5)
16.8
13.5
16.9
16.2
15.8
15.7
11.2

(2)
15.1
16.1
15.5
11.4
l7.3
17.2
15.8
15.0
12.0

(4)
17.5
B.7
18.1
17.8
16.4
17.3
13.1

(4)
21.7
24.1
23.8
:z 1.6
23.3
23.9
20 .9
23. 1
22.5

(4)
14.9
15.9
16.4
11.8
17.2
16.8
15.8
14.8
10.6

% Oil

Iodine
No.

(8)
42.1
40.3
40.3
37.6
38.8
39.2
41.5
39.9
39 .2

(8)
178
184
180
181
180
183
185
180
178

After all of the research
and experimentation, seed
of a new variety must be increased through careful
control and inspection.
Here Donald Jorgenson,
Ideal, looks over his foundation field of wheat.

the hardiest group of winter wheats
for areas in South Dakota where
. h~irdiness is of most impprtance
and should upgrade the <1uality of
winter wheat.
_
Trader and Trapper are 1968
Nebraska releases having the stem
rust resistance of. Selkirk. They are
susceptible to _leaf rust and streak
m·osaic. Both are an inch taller and
2-3 days later heading than Lancer:
They are simil ar to Lancer in
winterhardiness, test w eight, yield,
and milling characteristics. They
are not as good as Lancer for continuous bread production but appear to b e acceptable.
Crest and Froid are new releases
in Montana. Crest is susceptible to
stem rust and of low hardiness so is
unsuited for use in South Dakota.
vVhile Froid is resistant to stem
i·ust, it is 4 days later than Winok~
and 6 days later than L ancer and
so appears to be unsuited for South
Dakota.
BARLEY

Primus II is a new rylease of the
South Dakota Agricultural E xperiment Station. See page 29 for details .
OATS
Two new multiline oat varieties,
E68 and M68, were released by the
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station in 1968. Each multiline variety
is a composite of several different
lines, all of which are alike except
for resistance to a particular race of
crown (leaf) rust. The purpose of
the multiline is to reduce the buildup of rust within the oat population
and thereby reduce the extent of
damage by the organism.

E68 is a composite of 10 lines
susceptible to leaf rust and resisthaving the same origin and varying
ant to the oat smuts. P ettis is comonly in their inherent resistance to
parable to Andrew in height and
·crmvn ri..1 st. E68 is an early, short
lo<lgin g" resistance. . ·
.
variety with good sfraw strength.
Kota is a 1969 release of the South
It produ ces large, plump seeds that
Dakota Agricultural . Experiment
are of good test w eight. It is resistStation. See page 28 for details. ·
ant to the older races of stem rust
FLAX
· Nored is a new variety developed
but is susceptible to some of the
cooperatively by the U. S. Departnewer races. The heterogenous nament of · Agriculture and the Minture of E68 for crown rust resistnesota Agricultural E xperiment
a nce offers good protec;tion against
Station and jointly released in 1968
a rust epidemic. E68 has given only
by the Minnesota, . North Dakota,
fair seed yields; it would likely
South Dakota, and Wisconsin E x. show a better relative performance,
periment Stations. It has the sam e
compared to ·other varieties, under
parentage as Redwood. Nored is
conditions of severe crown rust epislightly taller than Redwood and
d emic.
matures 1-2 days later. It has blue
M68 is a composite of 8 lines
flowers and produ ces m ediu1:1_-sized
that differ from each other only in
crown rust resistance. The recur- · brown seeds high in content of
good q~iality oil. Nored has excelr ent (common) p arent of these lines
lent pasmo tolerance, good wilt r~is different than the one in E68.
sistance and is immune from all
M68 is medium in maturity, of m eknown North American races of
dium height and produces yellow
flax rust. It produces high seed
seeds of good test weight. The rust
yields when seeded early and it
resistance of M68 is similar to that
yields b etter than other mediumof E68; both varieties are susceplate varieties when seeded late .
tible to the b arley yellow dwarf
virus (red leaf). M68 has given mod-_ Nored is a recomm ended variety for
South Dakota in 1969.
erately good yields of good quality
grain in South D akota tests.
Foster is a 1969 release of the
North Dakota Agricultural E xperPettis is a new release from the
iment Station. It is medium in
Missouri Agricultural Experiment
height, m edium-late in maturity.
Station. It is a moderately high
Foster has dark blue flowers and
yielding early variety with high
produces relatively small yellow
groat percentage and high test
seeds which are very high in conw eight. Pettis produces small dark
colored seeds similar · to those of
tent of good quality oil. It has satisfactory pasmo tolerance and wilt reMo. 0-205, one of its parents. _It is
sistance and is immune from rust.
one of a very few varieties having
Foster has not been a high yielder in
good tolerance to barley yellow
South Dakota tests ; yields are redwarf, is resistant to most prevaduced significantly by late seeding.D
lent races of stem rust, is quite
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Pheasant Research Range ,
M ay Give · Overwintering
-and Other .· Needed Data
snows m~de it tough
South Dakota s pheasants
and an apparent severe winter,<;ould
be damaging to ring-neck populations, says Donald R. Progulske,
head of the wildlife management
department at South Dakota State
University.
"The main difficulty for the birds
up until the early part of January
was that shelterbelts, fence rows,
and other brushy sheltered protection areas were filled or covered with
snow," according to Dr. Progulske.
"Unless pheasants have access to
protective cover areas they must
bear the full brunt of the severe
weather."
He adds that as of late December
it was not so much a question of
food for the birds as it was for protection. Winds had blown much of
the snow off the fields so birds
could find food on the ground.
"If we should have heavy snow
without wind, which would cover
fields and then crust over, the birds
would be unable to find food," he
explains. "This would become an
even more serious factor for our
pheasant population."

D on
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place of hatching. "If cover is de- _
stroyed or unavailable, the birds
may move as much as 5 or 10 miles
seeking suitable shelter. This movement . adds another stress on the
birds and points to the value of
proper habitat for success in attaining and maintaining suitable pheasant populations."
· Hunters Cooperate

During pheasant hunting seasons, hunters shooting marked
birds were asked to place tags or
transmitters along with a form noting kill site in speciaily provided
collection boxes in the research
range. This assisted wildlife researchers in their pheasant studies.
For instance, on October 19, during the past hunting season, a tagged bird was shot, the hunter filled
out a form reporting the circumstances arid placed it in one of the
boxes. Researchers determined that
the bird had been tagged (as a juvenile male) September 13, 1967. The
hunter bagged the ring-neck an
eighth of a mile from the place it

Data from Research Range

Wildlife researchers at SDSU
expect to obtain considerable information about overwintering conditions on a pheasant research range
in easter-i;i Brookings County. The
range, which has been used in studies for the past 2 years, enables
wildlife management personnel to
observe the ring-necks under natural conditions. Part of the research
involves fitting pheasants with tiny
radio transmitters which emit signals that pinpoint bird location and
movement through triangulated
receivers. Other birds are marked
with back or leg tags.
So far, according to Dr. Progulske, it has been found that when
food and shelter are available,
pheasants prefer to live riear the
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had been tagged more than a year
before. ·
Another hunter last October 23
brought down a tagged pheasant
and researchers determined it was
shot less than a quarter ~ile from
where it had been banded on January 3, 1968.
"A lot more of the tagged birds
are around out there," _says Dr.
Progulske. "Ten of our radios most of which are now off the air are unaccounted for. Many are now
probably covered with snow.
"When and Where" Important

"At times other than the hunting
season we hope persons spotting
marked birds will let us know date
and exact location. Due to weather
conditions, we'll be on the lookout
for reports of marked birds during
orafter these severe winter months.
We are especially interested in
knowing <when and where' marked,
dead pheasants are spotted along
highways, in fields or in other locations. It is quite possible that marked birds may be spotted in areas
some distance from our research
range - we will appreciate information concerning ·these also."
Persons with information about
the tagged birds are asked to contact the Wildlife Management Department at SDSU.O

INFRARED _flLM . FOR MOSQUITO SURVEYS

The article beginning on page 9 describes the new Institute of Remote Sensing headquartered
on the South Dakota State University campus. Although the process of remote sensing dates from
man's earliest days, the more sophisticated applications are becoming possible through continuous
development of new techniques, equipment and knowledge.
Modern concepts of remote sensing have already been used in several places in South Dakota.
The U. S. Forestry Service has experimented with the technique in detecting certain insects in the
Black Hills region. Ability of special photographic films to pick up some features ordinarily not
easily seen from the ground or from the air is illustrated in the photo above used in a mosquito
control bulletin published by the Agricultural Experiment Station at SDSU in 1966. The entomologist-author-photographer shot the aerial view with infrared film which revealed some temporary
water areas (arrows, foreground) otherwise quite difficult to detect. Such areas are typical breeding places of a common mosquito pest of South Dakota.
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